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Abstract
Real-world data entities are often connected by meaningful relationships, forming large-scale net-
works. With the rapid growth of social networks and online relational data, it is widely recognized
that networked data are playing increasingly important roles in people’s daily life. Based on
whether the nodes and edges have different semantic meanings or not, networks can be roughly
categorized into heterogeneous and homogeneous networks. Although homogeneous networks have
been studied for decades, some problems still remain unsolved. Heterogeneous networks are much
more complicated than homogeneous networks, and have not been explored until recently. There-
fore, effective and principled algorithms for mining both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks
are in great demand.
In this thesis, two important and closely related problems, semi-supervised learning and rele-
vance search, are studied on both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks. Different from many
existing models, algorithms developed in this thesis are theoretically reasonable, widely applicable
with minimum constraints, and provide more informative mining results. First, a label selection
criterion is proposed to improve the effectiveness of existing semi-supervised learning models on
networks. Second, ranking and semi-supervised learning are integrated together to improve the in-
formativeness of the results. Third, a relevance search algorithm that fully considers the geometric
structure of the homogeneous networked data is designed. Finally, the relevance search problem
between different types of nodes on heterogeneous networks is studied, and the proposed solution
is applied on a network constructed from unstructured text data. Research results introduced in
this thesis provide advanced principles and the first few steps towards a complete and systematic
solution of mining networked data.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, data represented in the form of graphs and networks are playing increasingly important
roles in real life. Examples include friendship networks in Facebook1, co-author networks extracted
from bibliographic data, webpages interconnected by hyperlinks on the Web, etc. In these scenarios,
data instances are connected by edges representing meaningful relationships. I use graphs and
networks interchangeably to represent the same concept in this thesis. Networks and feature
vectors are two alternatives to represent the data, and the former is often more natural than the
latter in many important applications [24]. Even if the data is traditionally represented in a feature
space, it is usually helpful to transform the data into a network, or graph structure (for example,
by constructing a nearest neighbor graph) to better exploit the intrinsic characteristics of the data.
Therefore, mining networked data is of a great interest to both industry companies and academia.
Most of the existing studies about networks mainly work with homogeneous networks, i.e., net-
works composed of a single type of nodes, as mentioned above. However, heterogeneous networks
composed of multiple types of nodes are more general and prevalent in many real world applica-
tions. For example, beyond co-author networks, bibliographic data actually forms a heterogeneous
network consisting of multi-typed nodes, such as papers, authors, venues and terms. Other exam-
ples include biomedical networks among drugs, diseases, targets and MeSH terms, and E-commerce
networks composed of sellers, customers, items and tags.
My past and current research focuses on mining both homogeneous and heterogeneous networks,
with a main concentration on semi-supervised learning and relevance search of the nodes. Semi-
supervised learning is a classical topic aiming at inferring the labels on all the data given some label
information on part of the data, while both labeled and unlabeled data are utilized throughout
the learning process. When applied to the graph data, it has wide applications including research
1http://www.facebook.com/
1
community discovery, fraud detection, product recommendation, etc. Semi-supervised learning
often performs better than unsupervised learning by employing the valuable human labels, and often
needs much fewer labels than supervised learning, therefore attracting substantial attention in the
past few years. Although semi-supervised learning has been extensively studied in literature, how
to further improve the performance of an existing semi-supervised learning algorithm on networked
data is still underexplored. During my PhD study, I have developed a variety of techniques to tackle
this problem, generating robust and meaningful prediction results on networks with a very small
portion of labeled data. Given an existing semi-supervised learning framework on networked data,
there are generally two directions to further improve its performance: (1) minimize its expected
error by providing it with the best data configuration, such as an informative subset of data to label,
which falls into the topic of active learning [36][31], or a good feature representation of the data,
which can be cast as a feature selection problem [32]; and (2) make the results more informative
by providing a good summary and understanding of the results [37]. I will discuss my progress in
both directions in this thesis.
Relevance search is another important function on networked data. Given a query node in a
network, we aim to learn a real-valued relevance function f such that for any two nodes vi and
vj , f(vi) > f(vj) if vi is more relevant to the query than vj , and vice-versa. Note that the final
goal of relevance search is to rank all the nodes according to their relevance to the query node,
where the top ranked nodes are closely relevant to the query and therefore are presented to the
user. Therefore, relevance search is one kind of ranking problem. In this thesis, we use “relevance
search” and “ranking” to denote two different problems, where the former one computes a relevance
score for each node with regarding to the query node, and the latter one computes a ranking score
for each node without specifying the query node. Relevance search and semi-supervised learning
are actually closely related in literature if we use “relevant” as the meaning of the labels. For
example, semi-supervised learning frameworks have been adapted to solve the relevance search
problem [90] by treating the query node as the only labeled node. In this thesis, I will introduce
a novel relevance search framework on homogeneous networked data, which follows the idea of a
recently proposed semi-supervised learning model [47] and fully considers the special requirement
of the relevance search problem. A more challenging problem is how to perform relevance search
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over heterogeneous networks. This is also addressed in this thesis over a heterogeneous network
constructed in the biomedical domain.
The points below highlight the contributions of this thesis:
• I study how to selectively choose nodes to label such that the expected error of a state-of-the-art
semi-supervised learning framework on homogeneous networked data can be minimized [36]. A
novel variance minimization criterion is proposed to solve this problem. Compared to existing
label selection criterion, our algorithm has the advantage of selecting nodes to label in a batch
oﬄine mode with solid theoretical support. By employing our proposed approach, the quality of
the labels, as well as the performance of the semi-supervised learner on homogeneous networks,
is theoretically improved.
• I explore the problem of integrating ranking and semi-supervised classification to improve the
semi-supervised classification performance in heterogeneous networks [37]. By letting ranking
and semi-supervised classification iteratively enhance each other, the classification results of the
nodes are not only more accurate, but are also more informative since the ranking of nodes
within each class provide a good understanding and summary of each class.
• I try to propose a better relevance search algorithm on homogeneous networked data under the
assumption that each node in the network has a high-dimensional feature representation, and the
nodes are sampled from a submanifold embedded in the ambient Euclidean space [38]. Ideally,
beyond smoothness, a desirable relevance function should vary monotonically along the geodesics
of the manifold. Therefore, the order of the nodes along the geodesics of the manifold could be
well preserved. Moreover, according to the nature of the relevance search problem, no sample in
the data set should be more relevant to the query than the query itself. So the relevance function
should have the highest value at the query node, and then decrease to other nodes nearby. Our
proposed algorithm effectively learns a relevance function that has the highest value at the query
node, and varies linearly and therefore monotonically along the geodesics of the data manifold.
• I study the problem of discovering strong relevance between heterogeneous typed biomedical
entities using a network-based model. Considering the fact that we do not have a heteroge-
neous network among biomedical entities available for study, we first construct a heterogeneous
3
biomedical network from massive biomedical text data. Following the meta path philosophy [74],
we select the top-k meta paths that are the most useful for our relevance search task. Equipped
with meta path constrained relationship contexts, we design a model to compute the strong
relevance between two heterogeneous entities, named EntityRel. Our intuition is, two entities of
heterogeneous types are strongly relevant if they are connected by many paths with high weight
following the selected meta paths.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the related
work. Chapter 3 ∼ 6 present my work in semi-supervised learning and relevance search over
networked data. Finally, I conclude this thesis in Chapter 7.
4
Chapter 2
Related Work
As my thesis focuses on improving semi-supervised learning and relevance search on networked
data, it is related to the study of active learning, semi-supervised classification, ranking, Laplacian-
based relevance search on homogeneous data, and relevance search on heterogeneous data. A brief
overview of these related methods is discussed in this chapter.
2.1 Active Learning
Most of the existing active learners work with data represented by feature vectors [68]. A seminal
paper [31] proposes the first manifold-based active learning algorithm, i.e., GRED, which takes into
account both the discriminant and geometrical structure in the data. A nearest neighbor graph
is constructed to model the intrinsic manifold structure and incorporated into a least squares loss
function as a regularizer. The most informative data points are selected by minimizing the size of
the parameter covariance matrix. This principle has been successfully applied to image retrieval
[30], video indexing [86], and feature selection [32]. Please see [8] for another active learning
approach that exploits the features together with the graph structure. However, in some cases,
features of the graph nodes are not always available. Some other methods try to select data based
on the graph structure and some labeled nodes. Existing approaches have considered selecting
the data that the current classifier is the most uncertain [52], the data with maximum expected
information gain [88] or maximum expected entropy reduction [50]. Based on the Gaussian random
field model [92], an empirical risk minimization framework [93] is proposed to select examples that
minimize the empirical risk estimated by the current classifier. One major limitation of these
methods [93, 52, 33, 88, 50, 41] is that they have to obtain the labels of the selected nodes in order
to select more data, therefore are not applicable when there is no label information provided during
5
active learning. When labeling an instance requires time consuming and expensive experiments,
these methods are much more costly than running a batch oﬄine mode active learner once and
perform labeling in parallel [24].
Recently, there are some efforts devoted to designing label selection criteria that use the graph
structure only, without feature representation and label information. Intuitively, one tends to select
nodes that lie in high-density (unlabeled) regions [41] or the centers of clusters [52], or have high
impact (measured by the graph structure) to unlabeled data [71]. However, these intuitive selection
criteria do not have theoretical support on optimizing any classifier.
It is worth mentioning that designing active learners on graphs aiming at minimizing the error
of a particular classifier has received substantial interest recently [24, 93]. [24] provides theoretical
bounds of the prediction error which are related to label smoothness over the graph, justifying
the reasonableness of clustering the nodes and then randomly choose one point from each cluster.
Compared with existing methods [24, 93, 8, 41], our proposed algorithm [36] has the advantage of
directly minimizing the expected error (instead of the upper bound of the error) in a batch oﬄine
mode, through reasonably modeling the probability distribution over the graph. Therefore, we do
not require the (potentially expensive) label information of the selected data and tedious retraining
of the classifier repeatedly.
2.2 Semi-supervised Classification
Semi-supervised classification is an essential tool in analyzing networked data when the label infor-
mation is available for some nodes [87, 73]. Collective classification [51, 66, 56] has been proposed
to employ both the network structure and the feature representation of nodes in the classification
task. Since local features may not be always available, Macskassy et al. [53] develop a relational
neighbor classifier to classify network-only data by iteratively assigning a node to the majority class
of its neighbors. This idea is similar to the label propagation scheme in graph-based classification
[89], where each point iteratively spreads its label information to neighbors so as to ensure both
local and global consistency. Based on the same label smoothness assumption, Zhu et al. [92] for-
mulate the problem using a Gaussian random field model defined with respect to the graph. And
the framework of manifold regularization [6] is proposed for data-dependent regularization that
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exploits the geometry of the probability distribution on the labeled and unlabeled data. However,
existing algorithms mainly work on homogeneous networks and graphs, and therefore cannot easily
distinguish between the type differences among nodes in a heterogeneous network. Recently, the
graph-based classification framework has been extended to work on heterogeneous networked data
[39]. In this thesis, we enhance the label propagation framework by providing within-class rank-
ing for nodes in the network, which can improve classification results by providing an informative
summary of each class [37].
To enhance the quality of classification, boosting, bagging and ensemble methods have been
explored in various studies [28]. In particular, boosting methods such as AdaBoost [18] iteratively
learn from their classification mistakes by assigning higher weights to nodes which are misclassified
in each previous round, until a stable classification state is reached. Like boosting, our proposed
method [37] also adjusts the relative importance of nodes in various rounds of classification. How-
ever, [37] uses within-class ranking to measure the importance of each node with regard to each
class, in contrast to boosting, which estimates the global importance of each node based on classi-
fication mistakes.
2.3 Ranking
As data sets with inherent network structures become increasingly prevalent, ranking networked
data has received substantial interest in recent years. Two important representative algorithms
are PageRank [60] and HITS [40], both of which propagate information throughout the network
to compute the ranking score of each node, using different propagation methods corresponding to
different ranking rules. These methods mainly work on homogeneous networks. Recently, PopRank
[58] was proposed to rank the popularity of heterogeneous web objects via knowledge propagation
throughout the heterogeneous network of web objects. This approach considers that different types
of links in a network have different propagation factors, which are trained according to partial ranks
given by experts. In contrast, we rank nodes according to their importance within each class, rather
than within the global set of all the nodes, and the ranking results in turn facilitate more accurate
classification.
The newly proposed NetClus [75] algorithm uses a ranking-clustering mutual enhancement
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methodology to cluster nodes in heterogeneous networks, which is closely related to my study.
Although this method effectively provides a ranking within each cluster, it has some limitations:
(1) it can only work on heterogeneous networks with a star schema; and (2) it requires a prior
distribution specified by several labeled representative nodes of each cluster, and does not work well
with arbitrary labeled nodes, which may not be representative. Thus, if we do not know which nodes
are representative in a data set, NetClus cannot be used. However, for heterogeneous networks
with arbitrary network schema, our proposed algorithm [37] can make full use of label information
available for any nodes to generate accurate classification results and informative rankings.
2.4 Laplacian-based Relevance Search
For relevance search methods under the manifold assumption, the most related work is the Laplacian-
based relevance search method [90]. Here we give a brief introduction of [90].
Let M be a d-dimensional submanifold in the Euclidean space Rm. Given n data points
{x1, . . . , xn} ∈ Rm on M, where xq is the query (1 ≤ q ≤ n), we aim to learn a relevance function
f :M→ R, such that ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, f(xi) > f(xj) if xi is more relevant to the query xq than
xj , and vice-versa.
The intuition behind [90] is that if two points xi and xj are linked together in a graph/network,
then their relevance scores f(xi) and f(xj) should be close as well. Let W ∈ Rn×n be a symmetric
affinity matrix of the network, and y = [y1, . . . , yn]
T be an initial relevance score vector which
encodes some prior knowledge about the relevance of each data point to the query. Then [90]
minimizes the following objective function:
JMR(f) =
n∑
i,j=1
wij(
f(xi)√
Dii
− f(xj)√
Djj
)2 + µ
n∑
i=1
(f(xi)− yi)2 (2.1)
where wij denotes the element at the i-th row and j-th column of W , µ > 0 is a regularization
parameter and D is a diagonal matrix used for normalization with Dii =
∑n
j=1wij . The first
term in the above function aims to learn a relevance function that varies smoothly along the data
manifold. The second term ensures the finally estimated relevance scores to be close to the initial
relevance score assignment y.
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Let f = [f(x1), . . . , f(xn)]
T . The closed form solution of Eq. (2.1) is the following:
f∗ = (µI + L)−1y (2.2)
where I is an identity matrix of size n × n. L = I − D−1/2WD−1/2 is the normalized Graph
Laplacian [14]. We can also obtain the same solution via an iterative scheme:
f t+1 =
1
µ+ 1
Sf t +
µ
µ+ 1
y (2.3)
where each data point spreads the relevance score to its neighbors iteratively.
The above relevance search framework based on Laplacian regularization has enjoyed long-
lasting popularity in the community, with successful extensions in content-based image retrieval
[29], relevance search on both undirected and directed graphs [1], ranking on multi-typed inter-
related web objects [22], ranking tags over a tag similarity graph [48], etc. However, for the
Laplacian-based relevance search framework, we do not exactly know how the relevance function
varies, and whether the order of the data points is preserved along the geodesics of the data man-
ifold. [91] points out some drawbacks of [90] and proposes a more robust method by using an
iterated graph Laplacian. But [91] still works under the Laplacian-based relevance search frame-
work, addressing the smoothness of the function. Besides, the Laplacian-based relevance search
framework requires the final relevance estimation results to be close to the initial relevance score
assignment y. In the situation when there is no prior knowledge about the relevance of each data
point, people usually assign yi = 1 if xi is the query and yi = 0 otherwise. This might not be very
reasonable, and the finally estimated relevance scores are likely to be biased towards the initial
relevance score assignment.
2.5 Relevance Search On Heterogeneous Data
As pointed out in [69] [3], the relationships between entities are the heart of the Semantic Web.
Substantial efforts are made to develop techniques for searching complex relationships between
entities [3][2] [4]. The relationships are often referred to as Semantic Associations. However, those
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Semantic Associations studied in Semantic Web are mainly based on the RDF model, therefore are
restricted to simple, existing relationships, such as the “purchase” relationship between customers
and items, the “work for” relationship between professors and universities, etc. Different from those
existing work, we focus on discovering meaningful relevance relationships that do not explicitly exist
in any structured data.
Another family of related work is the recommendation systems, which suggest the items that
the users are likely to be interested in [67] [83] [23]. Although recommendation also discovers
relevance relationships between two different types of entities (users and items), our problem is
fundamentally different from the classical recommendation problem. Specifically, we aim to develop
a fully automatic approach that does not use any label information, while recommendation systems
usually know some users are interested in certain items.
Given a graph, many methods have been developed for estimating relevance between two nodes,
with the Laplacian-based relevance search framework described above being a representative on
the homogeneous graphs. For heterogeneous graphs, PathSim [74] gives an interesting meta path
based similarity measure between two nodes of the same type. HeteSim [70] and Path Constrained
Random Walk [46] estimate the relevance between different types of nodes following the random
walk framework. However, the original HeteSim algorithm only uses the binary graph, ignoring
the weight on the edges, which is shown to be critically important in our experiments. Path
Constrained Random Walk favors the popular entities undesirably and ignores the differences of
various contexts inherited from various meta paths. More discussion about these methods can be
found in Section 6.5.1
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Chapter 3
Label Selection in Semi-supervised
Learning on Homogeneous Graphs: A
Variance Minimization Criterion
3.1 Overview
Substantial efforts have been devoted to the problem of semi-supervised learning on the nodes in a
homogeneous graph. On the other hand, labels can be very expensive to obtain in many real-world
applications. Label selection, or active learning methods [15] are then proposed to determine which
data examples should be labeled such that the learner could achieve higher prediction accuracy over
the unlabeled data as compared to random label selection. Here we use label selection and active
learning to denote the same problem. The goal of active learning is to maximize the learner’s ability
given a fixed budget of labeling effort. While many effective active learners have been developed
in literature [68], active learning that takes direct advantage of the graph structure in the data has
not been explored until recently [24, 8, 93]. As large-scale data sets with inherent graph structures
become increasingly prevalent, reasonable and natural active learning criteria on graphs are in great
demand.
In this work, we propose a novel variance minimization perspective to active learning purely on
the graph structure, without feature representation and label information. Our study is based on
the common assumption that the labels vary smoothly with respect to the graph, which is widely
used in the graph-based semi-supervised learning literature [13, 9, 26, 61, 7]. Following one of the
most popular graph-based learning frameworks [92], we formulate the smoothness assumption by
a Gaussian random field over the graph nodes. Theoretical analysis indicates that the Gaussian
field over the unlabeled vertices, conditioned on the labeled data, is a multivariate normal whose
mean is the prediction of the harmonic Gaussian field classifier [92]. It is interesting to note that
the covariance matrix of the Gaussian field over the unlabeled data is not dependent on the class
labels, but only on the graph structure. In this way, we propose to select the data points to label
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such that the total variance of the Gaussian field over unlabeled examples, as well as the expected
prediction error of the harmonic Gaussian field classifier, is minimized. Efficient computation
scheme is then proposed to solve the corresponding optimization problem without introducing any
additional parameter.
3.2 Minimizing the Expected Error of Semi-supervised Learning
on Graphs
3.2.1 The Problem
We define the active learning problem on graphs as follows. Given a graph G = 〈V, E〉 associated
with a weight matrix W , where V = {v1, . . . , vn} is the set of data points (without feature represen-
tation) with true labels y = (y1, . . . , yn)
T , E is the set of edges between any two data points in V,
and W = (wij) ∈ Rn×n where wij denotes the weight on the edge between two data points vi and
vj . Our goal is to find a subset of points L = {vp1 , . . . , vpl} ⊂ V where {pi}li=1 ⊂ {1, . . . , n} are the
indices of the points that we should label, such that the classifier learned from the labels on L could
achieve the smallest expected prediction error on the unlabeled data, measured by
∑
vi∈U (yi−y∗i )2,
where U = V \ L and y∗i is the predicted label for vi.
Without loss of generality, here we assume that G is undirected and connected. We allow contin-
uous labels here, and the labels are assumed to vary smoothly over the graph, i.e.,
∑
i,j wij(yi−yj)2
is small, which is similar to [24].
3.2.2 The Objective Function
Following [92, 93], the label smoothness assumption could be formulated by a Gaussian random
field over the graph:
P (y) =
1
Zβ
exp(−βE(y)) (3.1)
where E(y) = 12
∑
i,j wij (yi − yj)2 is the energy function measuring the smoothness of a label
assignment y = (y1, . . . , yn)
T over the graph, β is an “inverse temperature” parameter, and Zβ is
a partition function for the normalization purpose.
Without loss of generality, we can arrange the data points chosen to be labeled to be the first
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l instances, i.e., L = {v1, . . . , vl}, and the rest u(= n − l) examples U = {vl+1, . . . , vl+u} are
unlabeled. Based on the Gaussian random field model, and the constraint that the predictions on
the labeled set are consistent with ground truth, i.e., y∗L = yL = (y1, . . . , yl)
T , a standard method
is to predict the labels with the highest probability (or equivalently, minimum energy) [92, 93]. Let
L = D −W be the graph Laplacian [14], where D is a diagonal matrix and Dii =
∑
j wij . L can
be split into 4 blocks according to the l-th row and column:
L =
 Lll Llu
Lul Luu
 (3.2)
Then the prediction on the unlabeled nodes given by the harmonic Gaussian field classifier is [92]:
y∗U = −L−1uuLulyL (3.3)
where y∗U = (y
∗
l+1, . . . , y
∗
l+u)
T .
It can be proven that the Gaussian field, conditioned on the labeled data, is a multivariate
normal: yU ∼ N (y∗U , L−1uu ) [93], where yU = (yl+1, . . . , yl+u)T . Then we compute the expected
prediction error on the unlabeled nodes as follows:
E
∑
vi∈U
(yi − y∗i )2

= E
(
(yU − y∗U )T (yU − y∗U )
)
= E
(
Tr
(
(yU − y∗U )(yU − y∗U )T
))
= Tr
(
E
(
(yU − y∗U )(yU − y∗U )T
))
= Tr (var(yU )) = Tr(L−1uu ) (3.4)
In order to minimize the expected error of the prediction results, we should minimize the variance
of the statistical learning model [15]. Therefore, we propose to select the nodes to label by solving
the following optimization problem:
arg min
L⊂V
Tr(L−1uu ) (3.5)
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It is easy to verify that Eq. (3.5) is independent of the order of the examples, but only dependent
on the choice of the set of the nodes that we choose not to label. Therefore, our objective function
is well defined.
3.3 Efficient Optimization
Let {q1, . . . , qu} be the indices of the nodes that we choose not to label. Following the above discus-
sion, our objective is to select a u×u submatrix Luu of L on the intersections of the {q1, . . . , qu}-th
rows and columns, such that the trace of L−1uu is minimized. This optimization problem in Eq.
(3.5) is challenging since the number of candidate sets for L is exponential in the total number
of examples n. Moreover, since the number of unlabeled examples is usually huge, Luu will likely
be a large matrix and directly optimizing Eq. (3.5) based on the set of unlabeled data is very
computationally expensive. In this section, we first transform the objective function so that it can
be represented by the instances that we choose to label, and then propose an efficient sequential
optimization scheme.
3.3.1 Formulations
We first construct a selection matrix S ∈ Ru×n to help selecting Luu from L as follows:
Sij =
 1 if j = qi0 otherwise.
Then we have:
Luu = SLS
T (3.6)
Since L is symmetric, it has the eigendecomposition result as follows:
L = XΣXT (3.7)
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such that X is an orthonormal matrix, and Σ = diag {λ1, . . . , λn}, where {λi}ni=1 are the eigenvalues
of L, and λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn = 0. Then
Luu = SLS
T = SXΣXTST (3.8)
Suppose X = (x1, . . . ,xn)
T , where xTi is the i-th row of X. Let Q = SX, then Luu = QΣQ
T .
Since S is the selection matrix, then Q = (q1, . . . ,qu)
T ∈ Ru×n consists of the {q1, . . . , qu}-th rows
of X. We further define two sets of vectors X = {x1, . . . ,xn}, Q = {q1, . . . ,qu}, then our objective
function in Eq. (3.5) is equivalent to the following:
arg min
Q⊂X
Tr
(
(QΣQT )−1
)
(3.9)
Let In denote the identity matrix of size n× n. By using the Woodbury formula [21], we have the
following:
(QΣQT )−1
=
(
Q(Σ + In)Q
T −QQT )−1
=
(
Q(Σ + In)Q
T − Iu
)−1
= (−Iu)−1 −Q
(
(Σ + In)
−1 +QT (−Iu)−1Q
)−1
QT
= −Iu −Q
(
M−1 −QTQ)−1QT
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where M = Σ + In = diag {λ1 + 1, . . . , λn + 1}. According to the matrix determinant lemma [27],
we have:
det
(
M−1 −QTQ)
= (−1)ndet (−M−1 +QTQ)
= (−1)ndet (−M−1) det(Iu +Q (−M−1)−1QT)
= (−1)2ndet (M−1) det (Iu −QMQT )
= det
(
Iu −QΣQT −QInQT
) n∏
i=1
1
λi + 1
= det (Iu − Luu − Iu)
n∏
i=1
1
λi + 1
= det(−Luu)
n∏
i=1
1
λi + 1
(3.10)
As long as 0 < u < n and the graph is connected, it can be easily proven that Luu is invertible,
and so is M−1 −QTQ. Recall that Tr(AB) = Tr(BA), we further have:
Tr
(
(QΣQT )−1
)
= −u− Tr
(
Q
(
M−1 −QTQ)−1QT)
= −u− Tr
((
M−1 −QTQ)−1QTQ)
= −u+ Tr
((
M−1 −QTQ)−1 (−QTQ+M−1 −M−1))
= −u+ Tr
(
In −
(
M−1 −QTQ)−1M−1)
= n− u− Tr
((
M−1 −QTQ)−1M−1)
= l − Tr
(M−1 − u∑
i=1
qiq
T
i
)−1
M−1

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Let P = {p1, . . . ,pl} = X \ Q be the {p1, . . . , pl}-th row vectors of X that correspond to the
examples that we choose to label, then we have:
Tr
(
(QΣQT )−1
)
= l − Tr
(M−1 − u∑
i=1
qiq
T
i
)−1
M−1

= l − Tr
(M−1 − n∑
i=1
xix
T
i +
l∑
i=1
pip
T
i
)−1
M−1

= l − Tr
(M−1 −XTX + l∑
i=1
pip
T
i
)−1
M−1

= l − Tr
(M−1 − In + l∑
i=1
pip
T
i
)−1
M−1

Let A0 = M
−1 − In. Since the number of data points to be labeled, l, is fixed, our objective
function in Eq. (3.9) reduces to the following:
arg max
P⊂X
Tr
(A0 + l∑
i=1
pip
T
i
)−1
M−1
 (3.11)
In the following, we describe an efficient sequential optimization scheme to select which nodes we
should label in a graph.
3.3.2 Selecting the First Point
Setting l = 1 in Eq. (3.11), we obtain the objective function of selecting one (or the first) data
point to label:
arg max
p∈X
Tr
((
A0 + pp
T
)−1
M−1
)
(3.12)
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Usually, matrix inversion formulae in the form of
(
A0 + pp
T
)−1
can be simplified using the
Sherman-Morrison formula [21]:
(A+ uvT )−1 = A−1 − A
−1uvTA−1
1 + vTA−1u
(3.13)
However, note that
A0 = M
−1 − In
= diag
{
1
λ1 + 1
− 1, . . . , 1
λn + 1
− 1
}
= diag
{ −λ1
λ1 + 1
, . . . ,
−λn
λn + 1
}
(3.14)
is singular since the smallest eigenvalue of L (denoted as λn) is equal to 0. Therefore, the Sherman-
Morrison formula (3.13) cannot be applied here. In this subsection, we derive how to select the
first point to label by performing some modification of Eq. (3.12).
For a connected graph, it is known that all the eigenvalues of L, except λn, are larger than 0.
The eigenvector corresponding to λn is a n×1 constant vector which can be denoted as (c, . . . , c)T .
So any p ∈ X can be represented as p = (vT , c)T where v is a (n−1)×1 vector after removing the
last element of p. Let B = diag
{
−λ1
λ1+1
, . . . , −λn−1λn−1+1
}
∈ R(n−1)×(n−1) be the matrix after removing
the last row and column of A0, which is invertible. Hence:
A0 + pp
T =
 B cv
cvT c2
+
 v
0
( vT 0 )
= Bˆ + vˆvˆT
where Bˆ =
 B cv
cvT c2
 and vˆ = ( vT 0 )T . By doing blockwise matrix inversion, we have:
Bˆ−1 =
 B−1 0
0 0
+ 1
c2(1− vTB−1v)
 c2B−1vvTB−1 −cB−1v
−cvTB−1 1

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where B−1 = diag
{
−λ1+1λ1 , . . . ,−
λn−1+1
λn−1
}
. Now we can employ Eq. (3.13) and have:
(
A0 + pp
T
)−1
=
(
Bˆ + vˆvˆT
)−1
= Bˆ−1 − Bˆ
−1vˆvˆT Bˆ−1
1 + vˆT Bˆ−1vˆ
(3.15)
Recall that M−1 = diag
{
1
λ1+1
, . . . , 1λn+1
}
. Therefore,
(
A0 + pp
T
)−1
M−1 can be computed
efficiently without matrix inversion for any given p. We select the first data point to label that
corresponds to p ∈ X such that Eq. (3.12) is maximized.
3.3.3 Selecting More Points
We define:
Al = A0 +
l∑
i=1
pip
T
i (3.16)
Suppose l(≥ 1) data points have been selected, which correspond to the rows of X: {p1, . . . ,pl} =
Pl ⊂ X , then the (l + 1)-th instance can be selected by solving the following:
pl+1 = arg max
p∈X\Pl
Tr
((
Al + pp
T
)−1
M−1
)
(3.17)
By using the Sherman-Morrison formula (3.13), we have:
(
Al + pp
T
)−1
= A−1l −
A−1l pp
TA−1l
1 + pTA−1l p
(3.18)
And A−11 can be computed using Eq. (3.15). Therefore:
Tr
((
Al + pp
T
)−1
M−1
)
= Tr(A−1l M
−1)− Tr
(
A−1l pp
TA−1l M
−1)
1 + pTA−1l p
= Tr(A−1l M
−1)− Tr
(
pTA−1l M
−1A−1l p
)
1 + pTA−1l p
= Tr(A−1l M
−1)− p
TA−1l M
−1A−1l p
1 + pTA−1l p
(3.19)
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Since Tr(A−1l M
−1) is a constant when selecting the (l+ 1)-th data point, we choose the (l+ 1)-th
point to label that corresponds to the following pl+1:
pl+1 = arg min
p∈X\Pl
pTA−1l M
−1A−1l p
1 + pTA−1l p
(3.20)
Once pl+1 is obtained, Al+1 can be updated according to Eq. (3.18).
3.4 Experimental Results
In this section, we apply our proposed active learning method based on Variance Minimization
(denoted as VM) in the Gaussian random field to several real-world data sets to test its effective-
ness. We use the labels of vertices chosen by different active learning criteria to train a harmonic
Gaussian field classifier [92] to predict the labels of the rest of the nodes in the graph. The following
five label selection methods are compared:
• Our proposed VM algorithm (VM).
• Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM) [10].
• Random selection (Random).
• Label Selection based on Clustering (LSC) [24].
• Uncertainty sampling (Uncertainty).
When our budget is to select l instances to label, the LSC method clusters the data into l clusters
and then randomly select one example from each cluster. This method minimizes the prediction
error bound related to label smoothness, and empirically performs the best in [24]. We use Spectral
Clustering [57] to cluster the graph nodes. The results of Random and LSC are both averaged
over 10 random trials. ERM and Uncertainty are two methods that iteratively query more data
to label according to the classifier trained by the previously labeled data. ERM selects examples
that minimize the empirical risk estimated by the current classifier. The Uncertainty criterion
selects the instances whose labels the current classifier is the most uncertain. Recall that the
harmonic Gaussian field classifier adopts the one-against-all scheme in multi-class classification.
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Suppose we have k classes and u unlabeled data points, then the classifier outputs a u × k score
matrix, where each row is for an unlabeled point, and each column for a class. The class with the
largest value in the i-th row is the predicted class of the i-th unlabeled point. Let f1(vi) denote the
largest score of node vi related to a certain class k1, and f2(vi) denote the second largest score of vi
related to a different class k2. The smaller f1(vi)−f2(vi), the more uncertain the classifier is about
the label prediction of vi. Therefore, we select new instances {vi} to label with the smallest values
of f1(vi)− f2(vi). This strategy is also compared in [52]. Notice that ERM and Uncertainty use
the label information of the previously selected data, while other active learning methods do not. In
order to test them in our scenario that very little (if not none) label information is available during
active learning, for ERM and Uncertainty, we randomly choose an initial set of labels for each of
them, rank the other nodes according to the score of their label selection criterion (empirical risk
for ERM, f1(vi)− f2(vi) for Uncertainty), and select the top ranked nodes. The performance of
ERM and Uncertainty are also averaged over 10 random selections of the initial set of labels.
In the following, we begin with a description of the data preparation.
3.4.1 Data Preparation
Three real-world data sets are used in our experiments. The first one is the Isolet spoken letter
database 1. It contains 150 subjects who spoke the name of each letter of the alphabet twice.
Hence, we have 52 examples from each speaker. The speakers are grouped into sets of 30 speakers
each, and are referred to as Isolet1, Isolet2, Isolet3, Isolet4, and Isolet5. Here we use Isolet1 which
contains 1560 data instances of 26 classes (spoken letters). Each class has 60 examples, and each
example is represented by a 617-dimensional vector recording the spectral coefficients, contour
features, sonorant features, pre-sonorant features and post-sonorant features.
The second one is the MNIST handwritten digit database 2. This database has a training set of
60,000 images (denoted as set 1), and a testing set of 10,000 images (denoted as set 2). We take the
first 1000 images from set 1 and the first 1000 images from set 2 as our experimental data. Each
class (digit) contains around 200 images, each of which is of size 28× 28 and therefore represented
by a 784-dimensional vector.
1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ISOLET
2http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
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Figure 3.1: Classification accuracy vs. the number of labels used on the Isolet data set
Table 3.1: Classification accuracy (%) by using 20 and 50 labels on the Isolet data set.
10 classes 15 classes 20 classes 25 classes 26 classes average
# of labels 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50
VM 79.2 84.7 66.0 72.7 67.0 72.8 61.8 67.9 60.8 66.3 67.0 72.9
ERM 61.4 82.1 48.0 72.2 42.0 68.3 37.1 63.0 38.2 62.8 45.3 69.7
Random 66.6 79.7 53.4 71.2 44.2 61.0 36.8 55.5 37.0 55.8 47.6 64.6
LSC 71.7 82.8 61.7 74.2 51.7 65.3 46.0 59.7 42.9 57.9 54.8 68.0
Uncertainty 53.2 68.3 40.6 58.1 35.2 53.1 30.8 47.1 31.4 47.1 38.2 54.7
The third data set is a connected co-author graph extracted from the DBLP database 3 on
four areas: machine learning, data mining, information retrieval and database, which naturally
form four classes. The co-author graph contains a total of 1711 vertices, each of which represents
an author. The edge between each pair of authors is weighted by the number of papers they
co-authored. Each class (research area) contains around 400 authors.
For each of the first two data sets, Isolet and MNIST, following [24], we build a 4-nearest
neighbor graph among the data points, and run the active learning algorithms on graphs as well
3http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
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Figure 3.2: Classification accuracy vs. the number of labels used on the MNIST data set
Table 3.2: Classification accuracy (%) by using 20 and 50 labels on the MNIST data set.
5 classes 6 classes 7 classes 8 classes 9 classes 10 classes average
# of labels 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50 20 50
VM 90.6 93.3 86.6 90.4 78.8 88.2 76.2 87.2 71.4 85.6 66.8 82.8 78.4 87.9
ERM 79.0 93.5 73.6 90.8 61.6 88.0 54.0 85.6 48.9 83.7 41.7 80.8 59.8 87.1
Random 76.8 90.2 69.8 86.4 62.8 81.3 57.4 78.5 54.5 75.8 52.8 77.0 62.4 81.5
LSC 83.5 91.2 76.7 87.7 70.0 84.0 65.9 81.4 60.8 78.9 59.0 75.8 69.3 83.2
Uncertainty 72.5 92.6 64.8 89.4 57.9 83.5 51.6 82.4 46.8 78.6 49.1 75.6 57.1 83.7
as the harmonic Gaussian field classifier. The third data set contains an inherent graph structure.
Note that each data instance (author) in the co-author graph does not have a natural feature
representation, therefore existing feature-based active learning methods cannot be directly applied
to it.
3.4.2 Classification Results
For the Isolet and MNIST data sets, the experiments are conducted by choosing different numbers
of classes (denoted as k) from the original data set. For Isolet, k = 10, 15, 20, 25, 26. For each given
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Figure 3.3: Classification accuracy vs. the number of labels used on the co-author graph.
Table 3.3: Classification accuracy (%) by using 20 and 50 labels on the co-author graph.
# of labels 20 50
VM 50.4 62.2
ERM 47.0 54.7
Random 41.7 50.7
LSC 30.0 54.3
Uncertainty 39.4 54.1
class number k(= 10, 15, 20, 25), the performance scores are computed by averaging the scores
of 10 repeats of different randomly chosen classes. When k = 26, which is the total number of
classes in Isolet, we report the performance scores of using the whole data set. For each test,
we employ different active learning methods to select l examples to label and train a harmonic
Gaussian classifier to predict the labels of the rest of the data. Fig. 3.1 shows the plots of
classification accuracy versus the number of labels used (l). For MNIST, the number of classes is
chosen to be k = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and we also average the classification accuracy over 10 different
random selections of classes except for k = 10, which corresponds to using the whole data set. The
classification accuracy versus the number of labels used is plotted in Fig. 3.2. For the co-author
graph, since the original data set only contains four classes, we directly run experiments on the
whole data set. We show the performance comparison in Fig. 3.3.
As can be observed from Fig. 3.1 to Fig. 3.3, our proposed VM algorithm significantly
outperforms other active learning criteria on all the three data sets, especially when the number of
labels is very small. LSC performs the second best on the Isolet and MNIST data sets when the
number of labels is relatively small. It is interesting to note that on the MNIST data set, ERM
and Uncertainty perform not very well when the number of labels is small, and perform much
better when more labels are selected, indicating that they rely heavily on the label information of
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the selected data.
We further provide the detailed classification accuracy by using 20 and 50 labels in Table
3.1∼3.3. The last two columns of Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 record the average classification accuracy
over different numbers of classes. We can see that overall, VM performs significantly better than
all the other methods, including ERM and Uncertainty that use label information. Comparing
with the algorithm that performs the second best in each case, VM achieves 27.0% (10.6%), 29.6%
(6.2%), 6.4% (16.6%) relative error reduction in the average classification accuracy using 20 (50)
labels on Isolet, MNIST and the co-author graph, respectively. We have also performed the two-
tailed t-tests at 95% significance level over the experimental results in Table 3.1∼3.3. In all the
cases that VM performs the best, the p-values between the results of VM and other algorithms are
less than 0.05. Therefore, the improvements of our proposed algorithm are statistically significant.
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Chapter 4
Semi-Supervised Learning on
Heterogeneous Networks: A
Ranking-Based Classification
Approach
4.1 Overview
Semi-supervised classification is a critical problem in the field of semi-supervised learning. On
heterogeneous networked data, semi-supervised classification (or classification in short) and ranking
are two of the most fundamental analytical techniques. When label information is available for
some of the nodes, classification makes use of the labeled data as well as the network structure to
predict the class membership of the unlabeled data [66, 54]. On the other hand, ranking gives a
partial ordering to nodes in the network by evaluating the node/link properties using some ranking
scheme, such as PageRank [60] or HITS [40]. Both classification and ranking have been widely
studied and found to be applicable in a wide range of problems.
Traditionally, classification and ranking are regarded as orthogonal approaches, computed in-
dependently. However, adhering to such a strict dichotomy has serious downsides. Consider, for
instance, an network of bibliographic data, consisting of some combination of published papers,
authors, and conferences. As a concrete example, suppose we wish to classify the conferences in
Table 4.1 into two research areas. We wish to minimize the chance that the top conferences are mis-
classified, not only to improve our classification results overall, but also because misclassifying a top
conference is very likely to increase errors on many other nodes that link to that conference, and are
therefore greatly influenced by its label. We would thus like to more heavily penalize classification
mistakes made on highly ranked conferences, relative to a workshop of little influence. Providing a
ranking of all conferences within a research area can give users a clearer understanding of that field,
rather than simply grouping conferences into classes without noting their relative importance. On
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Table 4.1: Conferences from two research areas
Database
SIGMOD, VLDB,
ICDE, EDBT, PODS, ...
Information Retrieval
SIGIR, ECIR,
CIKM, WWW, WSDM, ...
Table 4.2: Top-5 ranked conferences in different settings
Rank Global Ranking Within DB Within IR
1 VLDB VLDB SIGIR
2 SIGIR SIGMOD ECIR
3 SIGMOD ICDE WWW
4 ICDE PODS CIKM
5 ECIR EDBT WSDM
the other hand, the class membership of each conference is very valuable for characterizing that
conference. Ranking all conferences globally without considering any class information can often
lead to meaningless results and apples-to-oranges comparisons. For instance, ranking database and
information retrieval conferences together may not make much sense since the top conferences in
these two fields cannot be reasonably compared, as shown in the second column of Table 4.2. These
kinds of nonsensical ranking results are not caused by the specific ranking approach, but are rather
due to the inherent incomparability between the two classes of conferences. Thus we suppose that
combining classification with ranking may generate more informative results. The third and fourth
columns in Table 4.2 illustrate this combined approach, showing the more meaningful conference
ranking within each class.
In this study, we propose RankClass, a new framework that groups nodes into several pre-
specified classes, while generating the ranking information for each type of nodes within each class
simultaneously in heterogeneous networked data. More accurate classification of nodes increases the
quality of the ranking within each class, since there is a higher guarantee that the ranking algorithm
used will be comparing only nodes of the same class. On the other hand, better ranking scores
improve the performance of the classifier, by correctly identifying which nodes are more important,
and should therefore have a higher influence on the classifier’s decisions. We use the ranking
distribution of nodes to characterize each class, and we treat each node’s label information as a
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prior. By building a graph-based ranking model, different types of nodes are ranked simultaneously
within each class. Based on these ranking results, we estimate the relative importance or visibility
of different parts of the network with regard to each class. In order to generate better within-class
ranking, the network structure employed by the ranking model is adjusted so that the sub-network
composed of nodes ranked high in each specific class is emphasized, while the sub-network of the
rest of the class is gradually weakened. Thus, as the network structure of each class becomes
clearer, the ranking quality improves. Finally, the posterior probability of each node belonging to
each class is estimated to determine each node’s optimal class membership. Instead of performing
ranking after classification, as facet ranking does [17, 85], RankClass essentially integrates ranking
and classification, allowing both approaches to mutually enhance each other. RankClass iterates
over this process until converging to a stable state. Experimental results show that RankClass
both boosts the overall classification accuracy and constructs within-class rankings, which may be
interpreted as meaningful summaries of each class.
4.2 Problem Formalization
In this section, we introduce several related concepts and notations, and then formally define the
problem.
Definition 1. Heterogeneous network. Given m types of nodes, denoted by X1 = {x11, . . . ,
x1n1}, . . . ,Xm = {xm1, . . . , xmnm}, a graph G = 〈V, E ,W〉 is called a heterogeneous network if
V = ⋃mi=1Xi and m ≥ 2. E is the set of links between any two nodes of V, and W is the set of
weight values on the links. When m = 1, G reduces to a homogeneous network.
In the following sections, for convenience, we use Xi to denote both the set of nodes belonging
to the i-th type and the type name. We let Wxipxjq denote the weight of the link between any two
nodes xip and xjq, which is represented by 〈xip, xjq〉.
In a heterogeneous network, each type of link relationship between two types of nodes Xi and
Xj can be represented by a relation graph Gij , i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Note that it is possible for i = j.
Let Rij be an ni×nj relation matrix corresponding to graph Gij . The element at the p-th row and
q-th column of Rij is denoted as Rij,pq, representing the weight on link 〈xip, xjq〉. There are many
ways to define the weights on the links, which can also incorporate domain knowledge. A simple
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definition is as follows:
Rij,pq =
 1 if nodes xip and xjq are linked together0 otherwise.
Here we consider undirected relation graphs such that Rij = R
T
ji. In this way, each heterogeneous
network G can be mathematically represented by a set of relation matrices G = {Rij}mi,j=1.
To naturally generalize classification in homogeneous network data, we define a class in a het-
erogeneous network to be a group of multi-typed nodes sharing a common topic. For instance, a
research community in a bibliographic network contains not only authors, but also papers, venues
and terms belonging to the same research area. Other examples include movie networks in which
movies, directors, actors and keywords are tagged with the same genre, and E-commerce net-
works where sellers, customers, items and tags belong to the same shopping category. The formal
definition of a class is given below:
Definition 2. Class. Given a heterogeneous network G = 〈V, E ,W〉, V = ⋃mi=1Xi, a class is
defined as G′ = 〈V ′, E ′,W ′〉, where V ′ ⊆ V, E ′ ⊆ E . ∀e = 〈xip, xjq〉 ∈ E ′, where xip ∈ V ′ and
xjq ∈ V ′, we have W ′xipxjq = Wxipxjq . Note here, V ′ also consists of multiple types of nodes from
X1 to Xm.
Definition 2 follows [75] and [39]. Notice that a class in a heterogeneous network is actually
a sub-network containing multi-typed nodes that are closely related to each other. In addition to
grouping multi-typed nodes into the pre-specified K classes, we also aim to generate the ranking
distribution of nodes within each class k, which can be denoted as P (x|T (x), k), k = 1, . . . ,K.
T (x) denotes the type of node x. Note that different types of nodes cannot be compared in a
ranking. For example, it is not meaningful to create a ranking of conferences and authors together
in a bibliographic network. Therefore, each ranking distribution is restricted to a single node type,
i.e.,
∑ni
p=1 P (xip|Xi, k) = 1.
Now our problem can be formalized as follows: given a heterogeneous network G = 〈V, E ,W〉,
a subset of nodes V ′ ⊆ V = ⋃mi=1Xi, which are labeled with values Y denoting which of the K
pre-specified classes each node belongs to, predict the class labels for all the unlabeled nodes V−V ′
as well as the ranking distribution of nodes within each class, P (x|T (x), k), x ∈ V, k = 1, . . . ,K.
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4.3 The RankClass Algorithm
In this section we introduce our ranking-based iterative classification method, RankClass. There
are two major challenges when working with heterogeneous networks: (1) how to exploit the links
representing the dependency relationships between nodes; and (2) how to model the type differences
among nodes and links. The intuition behind RankClass is to build a graph-based ranking model
that ranks multi-typed nodes simultaneously, according to the relative importance of nodes within
each class. The initial ranking distribution of each class is determined by the labeled data. During
each iteration, the ranking results are used to modify the network structure to allow the ranking
model to generate higher quality within-class ranking.
4.3.1 The Framework of RankClass
We first introduce the general framework of RankClass. We will explain each part of the algorithm
in detail in the following subsections.
• Step 0: Initialize the ranking distribution within each class according to the labeled data, i.e.,
{P (x|T (x), k)0}Kk=1. Initialize the set of network structures employed in the ranking model,
{G0k}Kk=1, as G0k = G, k = 1, . . . ,K. Initialize t = 1.
• Step 1: Using the graph-based ranking model and the current set of network structures {Gt−1k }Kk=1,
update the ranking distribution within each class k, i.e., {P (x|T (x), k)t}Kk=1.
• Step 2: Based on {P (x|T (x), k)t}Kk=1, adjust the network structure to favor within-class ranking,
i.e., {Gtk}Kk=1.
• Step 3: Repeat steps 1 and 2, setting t = t+1 until convergence, i.e., until {P (x|T (x), k)∗}Kk=1 =
{P (x|T (x), k)t}Kk=1 do not change much for all x ∈ V.
• Step 4: Based on {P (x|T (x), k)∗}Kk=1, calculate the posterior probability for each node, i.e.,
{P (k|x, T (x))}Kk=1. Assign the class label to node x as:
C(x) = arg max
1≤k≤K
P (k|x, T (x))
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4.3.2 Graph-based Ranking
Ranking is often used to evaluate the relative importance of nodes in a collection. In this work,
we propose to rank nodes within their own type and within a specific class. The higher a node x
is ranked within class k, the more important x is for class k, and the more likely it is that x will
be visited in class k. Clearly, within-class ranking is quite different from global ranking, and will
vary throughout different classes.
The intuitive idea of our ranking scheme is authority propagation throughout the network.
Taking the bibliographic network as an example, in a specific research area, it is natural to observe
the following ranking rules [75]:
1. Highly ranked conferences publish many high quality papers.
2. High quality papers are often written by highly ranked authors.
3. High quality papers often contain keywords that are highly representative of the papers’ areas.
The above authority ranking rules can be summarized as follows: nodes which are linked to-
gether in a network are more likely to share similar ranking scores. Therefore, the ranking of each
node can be iteratively updated by looking at the rankings of its neighbors. The initial rank-
ing distribution within a class k can be specified by the user. When nodes are labeled without
ranking information in a general classification scenario, we can initialize the ranking as a uniform
distribution over only the labeled nodes:
P (xip|Xi, k)0 =
 1/lik if xip is labeled to class k0 otherwise.
where lik denotes the total number of nodes of type Xi labeled to class k.
Suppose the current network structure used to estimate the ranking within class k is mathe-
matically represented by the set of relation matrices: Gt−1k = {Rij}mi,j=1. For each relation matrix
Rij , we define a diagonal matrix Dij of size ni× ni. The (p, p)-th element of Dij is the sum of the
p-th row of Rij . Instead of using the original relation matrices in the authority propagation, we
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construct the normalized form of the relation matrices as follows:
Sij = D
(−1/2)
ij RijD
(−1/2)
ji , i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (4.1)
This normalization technique is adopted in traditional graph-based learning [89] in order to
reduce the impact of node popularity. In other words, we can suppress popular nodes to some
extent, to keep them from completely dominating the authority propagation. Notice that the
normalization is applied separately to each relation matrix corresponding to each type of link,
rather than the whole network. In this way, the type differences between nodes and links are well-
preserved [39]. At the t-th iteration, the ranking distribution of node xip with regard to class k is
updated as follows:
P (xip|Xi, k)t ∝
∑m
j=1 λijSij,pqP (xjq|Xj , k)t−1 + αiP (xip|Xi, k)0∑m
j=1 λij + αi
(4.2)
The first term of Equation (4.2) updates the ranking score of node xip by the summation of the
ranking scores of its neighbors xjq, weighted by the link strength Sij,pq. The relative importance of
neighbors of different types is controlled by λij ∈ [0, 1]. The larger the value of λij , the more value is
placed on the relationship between node types Xi and Xj . For example, in a bibliographic network,
if a user believes that the links between authors and papers are more trustworthy and influential
than the links between conferences and papers, then the λij corresponding to the author-paper
relationship should be set larger than that of conference-paper. As a result, the rank of a paper will
rely more on the ranks of its authors than the rank of its publication venue. The parameters λij
can also be thought of as performing feature selection in the heterogeneous network, i.e., selecting
which types of links are important in the ranking process.
The second term learns from the initial ranking distribution encoded in the labels, whose
contribution is weighted by αi ∈ [0, 1]. A similar strategy has been adopted in [49, 39] to control
the weights between different types of relations and nodes. After each iteration, P (xip|Xi, k)t
is normalized such that
∑ni
p=1 P (xip|Xi, k)t = 1, ∀i = 1, . . . ,m, k = 1, . . . ,K, in order to stay
consistent with the mathematical definition of a ranking distribution.
We employ the authority propagation scheme in Equation (4.2) to estimate the ranking dis-
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tribution instead of other simple measures computed according to the network topology (e.g., the
degree of each node). This choice was made since we aim to rank nodes with regard to each class
by utilizing the current soft classification results. Therefore, if the ranking of a node were merely
based on the network topology, it would be the same for all classes. By learning from the label
information in the graph-based authority propagation method, the ranking of each node within
different classes will be computed differently, which is more suitable for our setting.
Following a similar analysis to [39] and [90], the updating scheme in Equation (4.2) can be
proven to converge to the closed form solution of minimizing the following objective function:
J(P (xip|Xi, k)) =
m∑
i,j=1
λij
ni∑
p=1
nj∑
q=1
Sij,pq (P (xip|Xi, k)− P (xjq|Xj , k))2
+
m∑
i=1
αi
ni∑
p=1
(P (xip|Xi, k)− P (xip|Xi, k)0)2 (4.3)
which shares a similar theoretical foundation with the graph-based regularization framework on
heterogeneous networks [39] that preserves consistency over each relation graph corresponding
separately to each link type. However, we extend the graph-based regularization framework to
rank nodes within each class, which is conceptually different from [39].
4.3.3 Adjusting the Network
Although graph-based ranking considers class information by incorporating the labeled data, it still
ranks all node types in the global network. Instead, a within-class ranking should be performed
over the sub-network corresponding to each specific class. The cleaner the network structure, the
higher our ranking quality. Therefore, the ranking within each class should be performed over a
different sub-network, rather than employing the same global network for every class. The network
structure is mathematically represented by the weight values on the links. Thus, extracting the
sub-network belonging to class k is equivalent to increasing the weight on the links within the
corresponding sub-network, and decreasing the weight on the links in the rest of the network. It is
straightforward to verify that multiplying Rij by any positive constant c will not change the value
of Sij . So increasing the weights on the links within a sub-network should be performed relative to
the weight on the links of other parts of the network. In other words, we can increase or decrease
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the absolute values of the weights on the links in the whole network, as long as the weights on the
links of the sub-network belonging to class k are larger than those on the links belonging to the
rest of the network. Let Gtk = {Rtij(k)}mi,j=1. We propose a simple scheme to update the network
structure so as to favor the ranking within each class k, given the current ranking distribution
P (x|T (x), k)t:
Rtij,pq(k) = Rij,pq ×
(
r(t) +
√
P (xip|Xi, k)t
maxp P (xip|Xi, k)t
P (xjq|Xj , k)t
maxq P (xjq|Xj , k)t
)
(4.4)
Recall that Rij is the relation matrix corresponding to the links between node types Xi and
Xj in the original network. Using the above updating scheme, the weight of each link 〈xip, xjq〉
is increased in proportion to the geometric mean of the ranking scores of xip and xjq, which are
scaled to the interval of [0, 1]. The higher the rankings of xip and xjq, the more important the link
between them 〈xip, xjq〉 is in class k. The weight on that link should therefore be increased. Note
that instead of creating hard partitions of the original network into classes, we simply increase the
weights on the links that are important to classes k. This is because at any time in the iteration,
the current classes represented by the ranking distributions are not very accurate, and the results
will be more stable if we consider both the global network structure and the current ranking results.
By gently increasing the weights of links in the sub-network of class k, we gradually extract the
correct sub-network from the global network, since the weights of links in the rest of the network
will decrease to very low values. Note that this adjustment of the network structure still respects
the differences among the various types of nodes and links.
r(t) is a positive parameter that does not allow the weights of links to drop to 0 in the first
several iterations, when the authority scores have not propagated very far throughout the network
and P (x|T (x), k)t are close to 0 in value for many nodes. As discussed above, multiplying Rij by
any positive constant will not change the value of Sij . Therefore, it is essentially the ratio between
r(t) and
√
P (xip|k)t
maxp P (xip|k)t ×
P (xjq |k)t
maxq P (xjq |k)t that determines how much the original network structure
and the current ranking distribution, respectively, contribute to the adjusted network Gtk. Since we
hope to progressively extract the sub-network belonging to each class k, and we want to gradually
reduce the weights of links that do not belong to class k down to 0, we decrease r(t) exponentially
by setting r(t) = 12t .
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Equation (4.4) is not the only way to gradually increase the weights of links between highly
ranked nodes in class k. For instance, the geometric mean of
P (xip|k)t
maxp P (xip|k)t and
P (xjq |k)t
maxq P (xjq |k)t can
be replaced by the arithmetic mean, and r(t) can be any positive function that decreases with t.
We will show in Section 4.4 that even such simple adjustments as shown above can boost both the
classification and ranking performance of RankClass.
4.3.4 Posterior Probability Calculation
Once the ranking distribution of each class has been computed by the iterative algorithm, we can
calculate the posterior probability of each node of type Xi belonging to class k simply by Bayes’
rule:
P (k|xip,Xi) ∝ P (xip|Xi, k)P (k|Xi)
where P (xip|Xi, k) = P (xip|Xi, k)∗, and P (k|Xi) represents the relative size of class k among type
Xi, which should also be estimated. We choose the P (k|Xi) that maximizes the likelihood of
generating the set of nodes of type Xi:
logL(xi1, . . . , xini |Xi) =
ni∑
p=1
logP (xip|Xi) =
ni∑
p=1
log
(
K∑
k=1
P (xip|Xi, k)P (k|Xi)
)
(4.5)
By employing the EM algorithm, P (k|Xi) can be iteratively estimated using the following two
equations:
P (k|xip,Xi)t ∝ P (xip|Xi, k)P (k|Xi)t
P (k|Xi)t =
ni∑
p=1
P (k|xip,Xi)t/ni
where P (k|Xi) is initialized uniformly as P (k|Xi)0 = 1/K.
4.3.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed RankClass algorithm.
Let K denote the number of classes, |V | denote the total number of nodes, and |E| denote the total
number of links in the network. It takes O(K|V |) time to initialize the ranking distribution in step
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0. At each iteration of step 1, we need to process each link twice to update the ranking distribution,
once for each node at each end of the link. We also need O(K|V |) time to learn from the initial
ranking distribution. So the total time complexity for step 1 at each iteration is O(K(|E|+|V |)). In
step 2, we need O(K|E|) time to adjust the network structure at each iteration. After the ranking
distribution is computed, we need O(K|V |) time at each iteration of the EM algorithm to calculate
the posterior probability. Finally, it takes O(K|V |) time to generate the final class prediction in step
4. Hence the total time complexity of the RankClass algorithm is O
(
N1K(|E|+ |V |) +N2K|V |
)
,
where N1 is the number of iterations in the computation of the ranking distribution, and N2 is the
number of iterations in the EM algorithm. We will experimentally demonstrate that this algorithm
converges in a few iterations. And since the number of classes K is constant, the computational
complexity is generally linear in the number of links and nodes in the network.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, we apply our proposed ranking-based classification scheme, RankClass, to a real
heterogeneous network extracted from the DBLP1 database. We try to classify the bibliographic
data into research communities, each of which consists of multi-typed nodes closely related to the
same area. All of the experiments were conducted on a PC with 3.00GHz CPU and 8GB memory.
The following five classification methods on networks are compared:
• Our proposed RankClass algorithm (RankClass).
• Graph-based regularization framework for transductive classification in heterogeneous networks
(GNetMine) [39].
• Learning with Local and Global Consistency (LLGC) [89].
• Weighted-vote Relational Neighbor Classifier (wvRN) [53, 54].
• Network-only Link-based Classification (nLB) [66, 54].
LLGC is a graph-based transductive classification algorithm for homogeneous networks, while
GNetMine is its extension, which works on heterogeneous networked data. Weighted-vote relational
1http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
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neighbor classifier and link-based classification are two popular classification methods for networked
data. Since a feature representation of nodes is not available for our problem, we use the network-
only derivative of the link-based classifier (nLB) [54], which creates a feature vector for each node
based on neighboring information. Note that LLGC, wvRN and nLB are classifiers which work
with homogeneous networks, and cannot be directly applied to heterogeneous networks. In order
to compare all of the above algorithms, we can transform the heterogeneous DBLP network into a
homogeneous network in two ways (see Section 4.4.2): (1) disregard the type differences between
nodes and treat all nodes as the same type; or (2) extract a homogeneous sub-network on one single
type of nodes, if that node type is partially labeled. We try both approaches in the accuracy study.
The open-source implementation of NetKit-SRL2 [54] is employed in our experiments.
4.4.1 Data Preparation
We extracted a connected sub-network of the DBLP data set on four research areas: database,
data mining, information retrieval and artificial intelligence, which naturally form four classes. As
previously discussed, this heterogeneous information network is composed of four types of nodes:
paper, conference, author and term. Among the four types of nodes, we have three types of link
relationships: paper-conference, paper-author, and paper-term. The data set we used contains
14376 papers, 20 conferences, 14475 authors and 8920 terms, with a total number of 170794 links3.
For accuracy evaluation, we use a labeled data set of 4057 authors, 100 papers and all 20
conferences. For more details about the labeled data set, please refer to [20, 75]. In the following
sections, we randomly choose a subset of labeled nodes and use their label information in the
learning process. The classification accuracy is evaluated by comparing with manually labeled
results on the rest of the labeled nodes. Since terms are difficult to label even manually, as many
terms may belong to multiple areas, we do not evaluate the accuracy on terms here.
2http://www.research.rutgers.edu/~sofmac/NetKit.html
3The data set is available at www.cs.illinois.edu/homes/mingji1/DBLP_four_area.zip for sharing and exper-
iment repeatability.
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Table 4.3: Comparison of classification accuracy on authors (%)
(a%, p%) of authors
and papers labeled
nLB
(A-A)
nLB
(A-C-P-T)
wvRN
(A-A)
wvRN
(A-C-P-T)
LLGC
(A-A)
LLGC
(A-C-P-T)
GNetMine
(A-C-P-T)
RankClass
(A-C-P-T)
(0.1%, 0.1%) 25.4 26.0 40.8 34.1 41.4 61.3 82.9 85.4
(0.2%, 0.2%) 28.3 26.0 46.0 41.2 44.7 62.2 83.4 88.0
(0.3%, 0.3%) 28.4 27.4 48.6 42.5 48.8 65.7 86.7 88.5
(0.4%, 0.4%) 30.7 26.7 46.3 45.6 48.7 66.0 87.2 88.4
(0.5%, 0.5%) 29.8 27.3 49.0 51.4 50.6 68.9 87.5 89.2
average 28.5 26.7 46.3 43.0 46.8 64.8 85.5 87.9
Table 4.4: Comparison of classification accuracy on papers (%)
(a%, p%) of authors
and papers labeled
nLB
(P-P)
nLB
(A-C-P-T)
wvRN
(P-P)
wvRN
(A-C-P-T)
LLGC
(P-P)
LLGC
(A-C-P-T)
GNetMine
(A-C-P-T)
RankClass
(A-C-P-T)
(0.1%, 0.1%) 49.8 31.5 62.0 42.0 67.2 62.7 79.2 77.7
(0.2%, 0.2%) 73.1 40.3 71.7 49.7 72.8 65.5 83.5 83.0
(0.3%, 0.3%) 77.9 35.4 77.9 54.3 76.8 66.6 83.2 83.6
(0.4%, 0.4%) 79.1 38.6 78.1 54.4 77.9 70.5 83.7 84.7
(0.5%, 0.5%) 80.7 39.3 77.9 53.5 79.0 73.5 84.1 84.8
average 72.1 37.0 73.5 50.8 74.7 67.8 82.7 82.8
Table 4.5: Comparison of classification accuracy on conferences (%)
(a%, p%) of authors
and papers labeled
nLB
(A-C-P-T)
wvRN
(A-C-P-T)
LLGC
(A-C-P-T)
GNetMine
(A-C-P-T)
RankClass
(A-C-P-T)
(0.1%, 0.1%) 25.5 43.5 79.0 81.0 85.0
(0.2%, 0.2%) 22.5 56.0 83.5 85.0 85.5
(0.3%, 0.3%) 25.0 59.0 87.0 87.0 90.0
(0.4%, 0.4%) 25.0 57.0 86.5 89.5 92.0
(0.5%, 0.5%) 25.0 68.0 90.0 94.0 95.0
average 24.6 56.7 85.2 87.3 89.5
4.4.2 Accuracy Study
In order to address the label scarcity problem in real life, we randomly choose (a%, p%) =
[(0.1%, 0.1%), (0.2%, 0.2%), . . . , (0.5%, 0.5%)] of authors and papers, and use their label infor-
mation in the classification task. For each (a%, p%), we average the performance scores over 10
random selections of the labeled set. We set the parameters of LLGC and GNetMine to optimal
values, which were determined experimentally. For our proposed RankClass method, as discussed
above, the parameters λij are used to select which types of links are important in the ranking
process. We consider all types of nodes and links to be important in the DBLP network, so we
follow [39] and set αi = 0.1, λij = 0.2, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. This may not be the optimal choice,
but it is good enough to demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. Since labels are given
for selected authors and papers, the results on conferences of wvRN, nLB and LLGC can only be
obtained by mining the original heterogeneous network (denoted by A-C-P-T) and disregarding the
type differences between nodes and links. While classifying authors and papers, we also tried con-
structing homogeneous author-author (A-A) and paper-paper (P-P) sub-networks in various ways,
where the best results reported for authors are given by the co-author network, and the best results
for papers are generated by linking two papers if they are published in the same conference. Note
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that there is no label information given for conferences, so we cannot build a conference-conference
(C-C) sub-network for classification. We show the classification accuracy on authors, papers and
conferences in Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The last row of each table records the average
classification accuracy while varying the percentage of labeled data.
RankClass outperforms all other algorithms when classifying authors, papers and conferences.
Note that even though the number of authors is much higher than the number of conferences,
RankClass achieves comparable accuracy for both of these types of nodes. While classifying au-
thors and papers, it is interesting to note that wvRN and nLB perform better on the author-author
and paper-paper sub-networks than on the whole heterogeneous network. We observe a similar
result when we use LLGC to classify papers. These results serve to verify that homogeneous classi-
fiers like wvRN, nLB and LLGC are more suitable for working with homogeneous data. However,
transforming the heterogeneous network into homogeneous sub-networks inevitably results in in-
formation loss. For example, in the author-author sub-network, the conferences where each author
often publishes papers, and the terms that each author likes to use, are no longer known. Overall,
GNetMine performs the second best by explicitly respecting the type differences in links and nodes
and thus encoding the typed information in the heterogeneous network in an organized way. Com-
pared to GNetMine, RankClass achieves 16.6%, 0.58% and 17.3% relative error reduction in the
average classification accuracy when classifying authors, papers and conferences, respectively. Al-
though RankClass has a knowledge propagation framework similar to that of GNetMine, RankClass
aims to compute the within-class ranking distribution to characterize each class, and further em-
ploys the ranking results to iteratively extract the sub-network corresponding to each specific class.
Therefore, the knowledge propagation for each class is more accurate.
We randomly select nodes to obtain label information in our experiments. Similar to [75], we
observe that if we choose some representative (or highly ranked) nodes (e.g., famous authors) to
label, the classification performance will be generally slightly better than when using labels of low
quality (e.g., authors closely related to multiple fields, or with few publications). However, the
difference is not significant. In other words, the initial choice of labeled data does not drastically
affect the quality of ranking and classification. This is because our graph-based ranking model in
Equation (4.3) is a summation of two terms, where the first depends on the initial ranking, and the
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Figure 4.1: Link weight change in 50 iterations
second depends on the network structure which ensures the smoothness of the learner. Even if the
quality of the initial ranking distribution is not very high, RankClass can still generate a reasonable
ranking distribution and label predictions. This is because RankClass exploits the relationships
among nodes in the network, iteratively propagating information throughout the network (see the
first term of Equation (4.3)). Therefore, our algorithm is theoretically robust when working with
random labels.
4.4.3 Convergence Study
Since our proposed RankClass algorithm iteratively adjusts the network structure to facilitate
within-class ranking, we further explore the changes of the link weights within the network. Ac-
cording to ground truth for each class k, all of the links connected to node type Xi can be divided
into two groups: one contains the links that connect to at least one node of class k (denoted as Gin),
while the other group does not involve any nodes of class k (denoted as Gout). Links in Gin compose
the sub-network corresponding to class k, while links in Gout form the sub-network excluding class
k. In Figure 4.1, we show the average weight of the links in Gin and Gout (averaged over the four
classes) connected to authors, conferences and papers, along with the number of iterations, when
(0.5%, 0.5%) authors and papers are labeled. The link weight changes of Gin and Gout for each
individual class are very similar to Figure 4.1, and are omitted due to space limitation.
From Figure 4.1, it can be observed that the average link weight of Gin and Gout are the same
at first, and then decrease at various rates over iterations. During the first several iterations, the
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ranking scores have not propagated very far throughout the network and are close to 0 in value
for many nodes. Therefore, the weight of many links decreases almost exponentially as a result of
multiplying by r(t). Then the ranking scores of nodes within each class k gradually increase, making
the average link weight in Gin decrease more slowly than that in Gout. Within a few iterations, the
average link weights in Gin and Gout converge to relatively stable values. There is also a clear gap
between the average link weights of Gin and Gout (the former being much larger than the latter).
Thus, the sub-network corresponding to each class k is well-separated from the rest of the network,
and the within-class ranking can be accurately performed within the sub-network, rather than the
global network. When the network structure stabilizes, the graph-based ranking scheme can be
proven to converge, following a similar analysis to [89, 39].
4.4.4 Case Study
In this section, we present a simple case study by listing the top ranked nodes within each class.
Recall that GNetMine performs the second best in the classification accuracy, and can generate a
confidence score for each node related to each class [39]. Thus, we can also rank nodes according
to the confidence scores related to each class as the within-class ranking. In Tables 4.6 and 4.7,
we show the comparison of the ranking lists of conferences and terms generated by RankClass and
GNetMine, respectively, with (0.5%, 0.5%) authors and papers labeled.
From comparing the ranking lists of the two types of nodes, we can see that RankClass generates
more meaningful ranking results than GNetMine. There is a high degree of consensus between the
ranking list of conferences generated by RankClass and the top conferences in each research area.
Similarly, the highly ranked terms generated by RankClass are in high agreement with the most
representative keywords in each field. The reason why GNetMine fails to generate meaningful
ranking lists is that the portions of labeled authors and papers are too limited to capture the
distribution of the confidence score with regard to each class. In contrast, RankClass boosts the
ranking performance by iteratively obtaining the clean sub-network corresponding to each class,
which favors the within-class ranking.
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Table 4.6: Top-5 conferences related to each research area generated by different algorithms
RankClass GNetMine
Database Data Mining AI IR Database Data Mining AI IR
VLDB KDD IJCAI SIGIR VLDB SDM IJCAI SIGIR
SIGMOD SDM AAAI ECIR ICDE KDD AAAI ECIR
ICDE ICDM ICML CIKM SIGMOD ICDM ICML CIKM
PODS PKDD CVPR WWW PODS PAKDD CVPR IJCAI
EDBT PAKDD ECML WSDM CIKM PKDD ECML CVPR
Table 4.7: Top-5 terms related to each research area generated by different algorithms
RankClass GNetMine
Database Data Mining AI IR Database Data Mining AI IR
data mining learning retrieval interlocking rare failing helps
database data knowledge information deindexing extreme interleaved specificity
query clustering reasoning search seed scan cognition sponsored
system frequent logic web bitemporal mining literals relevance
xml classification model text debugging associations configuration information
4.4.5 Model Selection
In the graph-based ranking scheme in Equation (4.2), the αi’s and λij ’s are essential parameters
which control the relative importance of different types of information. In the previous experiments,
we empirically set αi’s as 0.1, and λij ’s as 0.2, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. In this subsection, we study
the impact of parameters on the performance of RankClass. Since only several authors and papers
are labeled, the αi associated with authors (denoted by αa) and papers (denoted by αp), as well
as the λij associated with the author-paper relationship (denoted by λpa) are empirically more
important than other parameters. Therefore we fix all other parameters and let αa, αp and λpa
vary. As GNetMine performs the second best in the classification task, and has been proven to be
robust over a large range of parameters [39], we only compare RankClass with GNetMine in this
experiment. Note that we also change the corresponding parameters αa, αp and λpa in GNetMine.
We show the average classification accuracy on three types of nodes (author, paper, conference)
as a function of the parameters in Figure 4.2, with (a%, p%) = (0.5%, 0.5%) authors and papers
labeled.
We observe that over a large range of parameters, RankClass achieves better performance than
GNetMine [39]. Since the graph-based ranking scheme in RankClass has a knowledge propagation
framework similar to that of GNetMine, the changes in accuracy of the two algorithms over different
parameters trend in a similar fashion. However, RankClass generates more accurate and robust
results by employing the ranking results to iteratively extract the sub-network corresponding to
each class. We therefore conclude that the performance of the RankClass algorithm is generally
not very sensitive to the setting of its parameters.
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Figure 4.2: Model Selection when (0.5%, 0.5%) of authors and papers are labeled
4.4.6 Time Complexity Study
In this section, we vary the size of the database by randomly selecting connected sub-networks from
the original network, and then test the running time of our algorithm. The size of the database is
measured by the number of nodes in the network. As can be seen in Figure 4.3, the time complexity
of our method is generally linear with respect to the size of the database, which is consistent with
our analysis in Section 4.3.5.
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Figure 4.3: Running time w.r.t. database size
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Chapter 5
Relevance Search on Homogeneous
Graphs: A Parallel Field Based
Approach
5.1 Overview
Relevance search is a fundamental problem in many areas including data mining, machine learning
and information retrieval [60, 40, 19]. Given a query, we aim to learn a real-valued function f that
ranks the data points according to their relevance to the query. In other words, for any two data
points xi and xj , f(xi) > f(xj) if xi is more relevant to the query than xj , and vice-versa.
In many real-world homogeneous graphs, the nodes are often represented by high dimensional
feature vectors, such as images, documents and videos [76, 77]. However, there is a strong intuition
that the high dimensional data may have a lower dimensional intrinsic representation. Various work
in literature have considered the case where the data is sampled from a submanifold embedded in
the ambient Euclidean space [5, 64, 78]. In this work, we are interested in the relevance search
problem on the graph nodes represented by feature vectors in Euclidean space, under the manifold
assumption [90, 1, 91].
Most of the existing relevance search algorithms on data manifolds are based on the Laplacian
regularization framework [90, 91], with promising performance observed on various data types such
as image [29], video [84], and text [80]. These methods usually construct nearest neighbor graphs
over the data to model the intrinsic geometric structure, and use the Graph Laplacian [14] to
ensure that the relevance function varies smoothly along the manifold. They essentially spread
the relevance scores via the graph iteratively until a stationary state is achieved. The Laplacian-
based relevance search framework has some nice interpretations including close relationships to
personalized PageRank [90, 60] and HITS [40]. However, recent theoretical analysis [43, 47] shows
that the Laplacian regularizer is way too general for measuring the smoothness of the function.
Although it is ensured that data points connected by edges in the graph have similar relevance
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(a) Data samples (b) Ranking results
Figure 5.1: We aim to design a relevance function that has the highest value at the query point
marked by red, and then decreases linearly along the geodesics of the manifold, which is equivalent
to its gradient field being parallel along the geodesics. The arrows above denote the gradient field
of the relevance function, and the green lines denote the geodesics of the data manifold.
scores, the actual variation of the relevance function along the geodesics of the data manifold is
unknown. Ideally, beyond smoothness, a desirable relevance function should vary monotonically
along the geodesics of the manifold. Therefore, the ranking order of the data points along the
geodesics of the manifold could be well preserved. Moreover, according to the nature of the relevance
search problem, no sample in the data set should be more relevant to the query than the query
itself. So the relevance function should have the highest value at the query point, and then decrease
to other points nearby.
In this work, we propose a novel relevance search algorithm on the data manifolds termed
Parallel Field Ranking (PFRank), which learns a relevance function that has the highest value at
the query point, and varies linearly and therefore monotonically along the geodesics of the data
manifold. A function that varies linearly along the geodesics of the manifold is called a linear
function on the manifold [62], which could still be nonlinear in the Euclidean space. It was shown
that the gradient field of a linear function on the manifold has to be a parallel vector field (or
parallel field in short) [62]. Besides, in order to ensure that the query has the highest relevance
score, the gradient field of the relevance function should point to the query at the neighborhood
around the query, since the value of a function increases towards the direction pointed by its
gradient field. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the relevance function that we aim to learn on
a data set sampled from a 2D sphere manifold in the 3D Euclidean space, where the red point
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denotes the query, the green lines denote the geodesics, and the arrows denote the gradient field of
the relevance function. The size of each point denotes the ranking order generated by the relevance
function, where large points are ranked higher than small ones. As can be observed, the relevance
search results generated by a function that has the highest value at the query point and varies
linearly along the geodesics are quite reasonable. The gradient field of the function points to the
query, and is parallel along the geodesics which pass through the query.
However, it is very difficult to design constraints on the gradient field of a function directly
[47]. Instead, motivated by the recent progress in semi-supervised regression [47], we propose to
learn a vector field to approximate the gradient field of the relevance function, and then design
constraints on the vector field. In this work, we propose to learn a relevance function and a vector
field simultaneously based on three intuitions:
1. The vector field should be close to the gradient field of the relevance function.
2. The vector field should be as parallel as possible.
3. The vector field at the neighborhood around the query should all point to the query.
By encoding the above three intuitions, the gradient field of the learned relevance function
should be as parallel as possible, and is forced to point to the query at the neighborhood around
the query. Hence the relevance function learned by our method decreases linearly from the query
to other points along the geodesics of the data manifold.
5.2 Backgrounds
Our algorithm is fundamentally based on vector fields in geometry and vector calculus. In this
section, we review some background knowledge related to vector fields.
In geometry and vector calculus, a vector field is a mapping from a manifold M to tangent
spaces [62]. We can think of a vector field on M as an arrow in the same way as we think of the
vector field in Euclidean space, with a given magnitude and direction, attached to each point on
M, and chosen to be tangent to M.
As discussed before, we aim to learn a relevance function f : M → R that varies linearly
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along the manifold M. We first review the definitions of parallel fields and linear functions on the
manifold [47].
Definition 3. Parallel Field [62]. A vector field X on manifold M is a parallel field if
∇X ≡ 0,
where ∇ is the covariant derivative on M.
Definition 4. Linear Function [62]. A continuous function f :M→ R is said to be linear if
(f ◦ γ)(t) = f(γ(0)) + ct (5.1)
for each geodesic γ.
In this work, a function f is linear means that it varies linearly along the geodesics of the
manifold. This definition is a natural extension of linear functions on the Euclidean space.
Then the following proposition reveals the relationship between a parallel field and a linear
function on the data manifold:
Proposition 1. [62] Let V be a parallel field on the manifold. If it is also a gradient field for
function f , V = ∇f , then f is a linear function on the manifold.
5.3 Parallel Field Ranking
In this section, we propose the objective function which learns a relevance function that decreases
linearly from the query to other points along the data manifold. Let M be a d-dimensional
submanifold in the Euclidean space Rm. Given a graph G among n data points {x1, . . . , xn} ∈ Rm
on M, where xq is the query (1 ≤ q ≤ n), we aim to learn a relevance function f :M→ R, such
that ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, f(xi) > f(xj) if xi is more relevant to the query xq than xj , and vice-versa.
5.3.1 Ensuring the Linearity
As discussed before, we aim to design regularization terms that ensure the linearity of the relevance
function with respect to the data manifold, which is equivalent to ensuring the parallelism of the
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gradient field of the function. However, it is very difficult to design constraints on the gradient
field of a function directly [47]. Following the above analysis, we propose to learn a vector field
to approximate the gradient field of the relevance function, and require the vector field to be
as parallel as possible. Let C∞(M) denote smooth functions on M. Following [47], we learn a
relevance function f and a vector field V on the manifold simultaneously with two constraints,
which correspond to the first two intuitions proposed in Section 5.1:
• The vector field V should be close to the gradient field ∇f of f , which can be formularized as
follows:
min
f∈C∞,V
R1(f, V ) =
∫
M
||∇f − V ||2 (5.2)
• The vector field V should be as parallel as possible:
min
V
R2(V ) =
∫
M
||∇V ||2F (5.3)
where ∇ is the covariant derivative on the manifold, and || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm.
∇V measures the change of the vector field V . If ∇V vanishes, then V is a parallel field. Then
the following objective function learns a f that varies linearly along the manifold, from the vector
field perspective [47]:
arg min
f∈C∞(M),V
E(f, V )
= R0(xq, yq, f) + λ1R1(f, V ) + λ2R2(V ) (5.4)
where λ1 > 0 and λ2 > 0 are two regularization parameters. R0 is a loss function that ensures the
predicted relevance score for the query xq to be close to a constant positive number yq. If we remove
R0 from Eq. (5.4), then if f is an optimal solution to arg minf∈C∞(M),V λ1R1(f, V ) + λ2R2(V ),
it is easy to check that f + c is also an optimal solution, where c could be any constant number.
Therefore, by adding the R0 term, we can get a unique solution of our relevance function f . In
principle, yq could be any positive number. Following [90, 47], we set yq = 1, and use the squared
loss R0(xq, yq, f) = (f(xq)− yq)2 for simplicity.
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5.3.2 Discretization
Since the manifold M is unknown, the function f which minimizes Eq. (5.4) can not be directly
solved. Following [47], we introduce how to discretize the continuous objective function (5.4) in
this subsection.
For simplicity, let fi = f(xi), i = 1, . . . , n. Then our goal is to learn a relevance score vector
f = [f1, . . . , fn]
T . Let W be the corresponding affinity matrix of the graph G among the data
examples. Then for each xi, we can estimate its tangent space TxiM by performing PCA on its
local neighborhood. We choose the eigenvectors corresponding to the d largest eigenvalues since
TxiM is d-dimensional. Let Ti ∈ Rm×d be the matrix whose columns constitute an orthonormal
basis for TxiM. It is easy to show that Pi = TiT Ti is the unique orthogonal projection from Rm
onto the tangent space TxiM [21]. That is, for any vector a ∈ Rm, we have Pia ∈ TxiM and
(a− Pia) ⊥ Pia.
Let V be a vector field on the manifold M. For each point xi, let Vxi denote the value of the
vector field V at xi, and ∇V |xi denote the value of ∇V at xi. According to the definition of vector
field, Vxi should be a vector in tangent space TxiM. Therefore, it can be represented by the local
coordinates of the tangent space, Vxi = Tivi, where vi ∈ Rd. We define V =
[
vT1 , . . . , v
T
n
]T ∈ Rdn.
In other words, V is a dn-dimensional column vector concatenating all the vi’s.
Then according to the analysis in [47], R1 reduces to the following:
R1(f,V) =
n∑
i,j=1
wij
(
(xj − xi)TTivi − fj + fi
)2
(5.5)
And R2 can be discretized to the following:
R2(V) =
n∑
i,j=1
wij ||PiTjvj − Tivi| |2 (5.6)
5.3.3 Objective Function in the Discrete Form
As discussed in Section 5.1, a function that varies linearly along the manifold is good for relevance
search. However, merely ensuring the linearity is not enough. Furthermore, we hope that the
relevance function has the highest value at the query point, i.e., no sample in our data set is more
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(a) Data samples (b) Ranking results without R3 (c) Ranking results with R3
Figure 5.2: A toy example explaining the reason of adding R3.
relevant to the query than the query itself. Therefore, the relevance function should decrease from
the query to neighboring data points, which is equivalent to that the gradient field of the relevance
function at the neighborhood around the query should all point to the query. Figure 5.2 presents
a simple toy problem to illustrate this idea. Suppose we are given a set of data points sampled
from a 2D rectangle as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The query is marked by ‘+’. Figure 5.2(b) shows
the relevance search results without employing a third regularizer R3 which addresses our third
intuition, where the arrows denote the gradient field of the relevance function, and the size of the
circle at each point denotes the ranking order. Points marked by large circles are ranked higher
than those marked by small circles. It is easy to see that the relevance function learned in Figure
5.2(b) varies linearly, and its gradient field is a parallel field. However, some data points are even
ranked higher than the query itself, and points far from the query could be ranked higher than
those close to the query, which is not reasonable. By addressing the third intuition via R3, we force
the gradient field at the neighborhood around the query to point to the query while still requiring
the gradient field to be parallel along the geodesics, generating good ranking results as shown in
Figure 5.2(c).
Since we approximate the gradient field of the relevance function by the vector field V through
R1, we can easily control the gradient field using V . Therefore, we require V at the neighborhood
around the query to point to the query. Let i ∼ j denote that xi and xj are neighbors. We now
propose the third regularization term R3, which addresses the third intuition proposed in Section
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5.1:
R3(V) =
∑
j∼q
||Vxj − Pj(xq − xj)||2
=
∑
j∼q
||Tjvj − Pj(xq − xj)||2 (5.7)
Recall that Vxj denotes the value of the vector field V at xj , which is a vector in tangent space
TxjM. (xq − xj) is a vector pointing from a neighboring point xj to xq, and Pj(xq − xj) is its
projection to TxjM. Therefore, ensuing Vxj and Pj(xq − xj) to be similar forces the vector field at
xj to point from xj to xq.
Let I denote a n× n matrix where the entry at the q-th row and q-th column is 1, and all the
other entries are 0. Let y ∈ Rn be a column vector where the q-th entry is yq(= 1), and all the
other entries are 0. Then we have:
R0(xq, yq, f) = (f − y)T I(f − y) (5.8)
Combining R0 in Eq. (5.8), R1 in Eq. (5.5), R2 in Eq. (5.6) and R3 in Eq. (5.7), our final
objective function can be formulated as follows:
J(f,V) = R0(xq, yq, f) + λ1R1(f,V) + λ2R2(V) + λ3R3(V)
= (f − y)T I(f − y)
+λ1
n∑
i,j=1
wij
(
(xj − xi)TTivi − fj + fi
)2
+λ2
n∑
i,j=1
wij ||PiTjvj − Tivi| |2
+λ3
∑
j∼q
||Tjvj − Pj(xq − xj)||2 (5.9)
The trade-off among the three regularization terms is controlled by the parameters λ1, λ2 and
λ3 in the range of (0,+∞).
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5.4 Optimization
In this section, we discuss how to solve our objective function (5.9).
Let D be a diagonal matrix where Dii =
∑n
j=1wij . Let L = D − W denote the Laplacian
matrix [14] of the graph. Then we can rewrite R1 as follows:
R1(f,V) = 2fTLf +
n∑
i,j=1
wij
(
(xj − xi)TTivi
)2
−2
n∑
i,j=1
wij(xj − xi)TTivisTijf (5.10)
where sij ∈ Rn is a selection vector of all zero elements except for the i-th element being −1 and
the j-th element being 1. We further construct a dn× dn block diagonal matrix G, and a dn× n
block matrix C = [CT1 , . . . , C
T
n ]
T . Let Gii denote the i-th d× d diagonal block of G, and Ci denote
the i-th d× n block of C, we define:
Gii =
n∑
j∼i
wijT
T
i (xj − xi)(xj − xi)TTi (5.11)
Ci =
n∑
j∼i
wijT
T
i (xj − xi)sTij (5.12)
With some algebraic transformations, it is easy to check that R1 in Eq. (5.10) can be written
as follows:
R1(f,V) = 2fTLf + VTGV− 2VTCf (5.13)
Similarly, in order to rewrite R2 into a simplified form, we define Qij = T
T
i Tj , i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Let I denote the identity matrix of size n×n. We further construct a dn× dn sparse block matrix
B. Let Bij denote each d× d block, i, j = 1, . . . , n, then we define
Bii =
∑
j∼i
wij(QijQ
T
ij + I) (5.14)
Bij = −2wijQij (5.15)
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Then we can rewrite R2 as follows:
R2(V) = VTBV (5.16)
For R3, we construct a dn × dn block diagonal matrix D, and a dn × 1 block vector H =
[HT1 , . . . ,H
T
n ]
T . Let Djj denote the j-th d× d diagonal block of D, and Hj denote the j-th d× 1
block of H. We define:
Djj =

Id, if j ∼ q
0, otherwise
(5.17)
Hj =

T Tj (xq − xj), if j ∼ q
0, otherwise
(5.18)
where Id is an identity matrix of size d× d. Now we can rewrite R3 as follows:
R3(V) = VTDV− 2HTV+
∑
j∼q
||Pj(xq − xj)||2 (5.19)
Combining R1 in Eq. (5.13), R2 in Eq. (5.16) and R3 in Eq. (5.19), we get the following simplified
form of our objective function:
J(f,V)
= (f − y)T I(f − y)
+λ1(2f
TLf + VTGV− 2VTCf)
+λ2VTBV
+λ3(VTDV− 2HTV+
∑
j∼q
||Pj(xq − xj)||2)
= fT (I+ 2λ1L)f − 2yT If − 2λ1VTCf
+VT (λ1G+ λ2B + λ3D)V− 2λ3HTV
+yT Iy + λ3
∑
j∼q
||Pj(xq − xj)||2 (5.20)
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From Eq. (5.20), it is easy to compute the partial derivative of J(f,V) with respect to f and V
as follows:
∂J(f,V)
∂f
= 2(I+ 2λ1L)f − 2y − 2λ1CTV (5.21)
∂J(f,V)
∂V
= −2λ1Cf + 2(λ1G+ λ2B + λ3D)V− 2λ3H (5.22)
Requiring that the derivatives vanish, our solution could be obtained by solving the following
linear equation system:
(I+ 2λ1L)f − λ1CTV = y (5.23)
−λ1Cf + (λ1G+ λ2B + λ3D)V = λ3H (5.24)
which is further equivalent to solving the following linear system:
I+ 2λ1L −λ1CT
−λ1C λ1G+ λ2B + λ3D

f
V
 =
 y
λ3H
 (5.25)
5.5 Computational Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of our proposed Parallel Field Ranking (PFRank) algorithm is
dominated by three parts: searching for k nearest neighbors, computing the local tangent space and
solving a sparse linear system. For the k nearest neighbor search, the complexity is O((m+ k)n2),
where mn2 is the complexity of computing the distance between any two data points, and kn2 is the
complexity of finding the k nearest neighbors for all the data points. The complexity for local PCA
is O(mk2). Therefore, the complexity for computing the local tangent space for all the data points
is O(mnk2). Solving the final sparse linear system has complexity O(kd2n). In this way, the total
computational complexity for our PFRank method is O((m+ k)n2 +mnk2 + knd2). Empirically,
d and k are usually small constants less than 10. So the total computational complexity could be
O(mn2).
Based on the above analysis, there are two possible ways to improve the efficiency of the last
two parts (computing the local tangent space and solving a sparse linear system). Regarding to
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the tangent spaces computation, we first notice that the tangent spaces varies smoothly as long as
the data manifold is smooth. Therefore, for large data sets, it is not necessary to do SVD for every
data point. Instead, we can select a small subset of data points and then compute local tangent
spaces for this subset. And then we may apply semi-supervised learning methods to the other data
points to obtain the tangent spaces. Regarding to the linear system computation, we can use an
iterative way to compute the “parallel” vector field rather then solving a large sparse linear system.
It is worth noticing that we only require the vector field to be parallel along the geodesics passing
through the query. And it is known that the tangent vectors near the query should point to the
query. Therefore, we can learn the vector field via propagating parallel tangent vectors from the
neighborhood of the query to other regions. It makes sense as the learned vector field will have
high accuracy near the query, which is crucial for the ranking problem.
In the case that the query data point is out of the database, we can first select a few anchor
points from the database, such as the cluster centers, to help model the data. Then we can quickly
compute the relationship between the query and the several anchor points to update the nearest
neighbor graph and compute the local tangent space in a dynamic way following the philosophy in
[81].
5.6 Experiments
In this section, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed Parallel Field Ranking
(PFRank) algorithm with comparison to several existing relevance search algorithms. Since we fo-
cus on learning a relevance function under the manifold assumption, the main comparative method
is the Laplacian-based manifold ranking algorithm (MR) [90]. We construct the same nearest
neighbor graph and empirically set the number of nearest neighbors to be 15 for both PFRank and
MR. The parameter setting of MR is the same as the original paper [90, 29]. We empirically set
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.01 in our PFRank algorithm.
We also compare with the SVM method, which has been successfully applied to image retrieval
[79]. With the specified relevant/irrelavant information, a maximal margin hyperplane could be
built to separate the relevant data points from the irrelevant ones. Then we can return the data
points farthest from the SVM boundary as the relevant ones. We use the LIBSVM toolbox [12] in
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our experiments. However, with a single query, there are no irrelevant data specified by the user.
Following [81], we adopt the pseudo relevance feedback strategy [55]. Specifically, the nearest 10
data points to the query measured by the Euclidean distance are considered to be relevant, and
the farthest 10 are treated as irrelevant. Then we can run SVM for relevance search.
In the following, we begin with a simple synthetic example to give some intuition about how
PFRank works.
5.6.1 Synthetic Example
A simple synthetic example is given in Figure 5.3. We randomly sample 1500 data points from a
Swiss roll with a hole as shown in Figure 5.3(a). This data set lies on a 2D manifold in the 3D
Euclidean space. The query is marked by ‘+’.
Figure 5.3(b)∼(d) show the ranking order generated by PFRank, MR and SVM, respectively,
where the data points marked by warmer color (such as red) are ranked higher than those marked
by colder color (such as blue). We can see that SVM does not take the manifold structure of
the data into consideration. The relevance functions generated by both PFRank and MR vary
smoothly along the data manifold, and PFRank better preserves the ranking order of the data
points along the geodesics of the manifold. For example, the geodesic distance between the query
and the triangle point is smaller than that between the query and the square point. Therefore,
the triangle point should rank higher than the square point. However, MR ranks the square point
higher than the triangle point, which is counterintuitive.
Note that once the relevance function f is obtained, we can estimate its gradient field reversely.
Specifically, the gradient field at each point xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), denoted by ∇f |xi , can be computed by
minimizing the following objective function at the local neighborhood of xi:
∇f |xi = arg min
g∈Rm
∑
j∼i
(
f(xj)− f(xi)− gTPi (xj − xi)
)2
(5.26)
We further plot the vector field learned by PFRank in Figure 5.3(e), and plot the gradient
fields of the relevance functions learned by PFRank, MR and SVM (computed via Eq. (5.26)) in
Figure 5.3(f)∼(h), respectively. For SVM, many data points have the same relevance scores (i.e.,
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Shortest distance Longest distance
(a) Data samples (b) Ranking by PFRank (c) Ranking by MR (d) Ranking by SVM
(e) Vector field by PFRank (f) Gradient field by
PFRank
(g) Gradient field by MR (h) Gradient field by SVM
Figure 5.3: Performance comparison of various relevance search algorithms on a toy data set. (a)
shows the data set sampled from a Swiss roll with a hole, where the query is denote by ‘+’. (b)
shows the ranking order generated by PFRank. We can see that PFRank successfully preserves
the ranking order of the data points along the geodesics of the manifold. For example, the geodesic
distance between the query and the point marked by ‘N’ is smaller than that between the query and
the point marked by ‘’. So ‘N’ is ranked higher than ‘’. (c) shows the ranking order generated
by MR. We can see that ‘N’ is ranked lower than ‘’, which is counterintuitive. (d) shows the
ranking order generated by SVM, which does not take the manifold structure into consideration.
(e) and (f) show the vector field and the gradient field of the relevance function learned by PFRank,
respectively, which are quite parallel and point to the query. (g) and (h) show the gradient fields of
the relevance functions learned by MR and SVM, respectively, which do not vary smoothly along
the manifold.
same distance to the SVM boundary), therefore are ranked randomly. And the gradient field of
the relevance function has 0 values at many places, therefore are left blank in Figure 5.3(h). Note
that the value of a relevance function increases towards the direction pointed by its gradient field.
Therefore, the ranking orders of data points get higher towards the direction pointed by the arrows
of the gradient field. It can be observed that both the vector field and the gradient field of the
relevance function learned by PFRank point to the query along the geodesics of the manifold, and
are quite parallel. On the contrary, the gradient fields of the relevance functions learned by MR
and SVM do not vary smoothly along the manifold, and therefore cannot preserve the ranking
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order.
5.6.2 Image Retrieval
In this subsection, we apply our proposed relevance search algorithm to the image retrieval problem
in real world image databases. Given an image as a query, we hope to rank the images in our
database according to their relevance to the query. We begin with a description of the data
preparation.
Data Preparation
Three real world data sets are used in our experiments. The first one contains 5,000 images of
50 semantic categories, from the COREL database. For each image, we extract a 297-dimensional
feature vector which combines the following information:
• Grid Color Moment: Each image is partitioned into 3×3 grids. For each grid, there color
moments: mean, variance and skewness are extracted in each color channel (R, G, and B)
respectively. Thus, an 81-dimensional grid color moment vector is adopted.
• Edge: The Canny edge detector [11] is used to obtain the edge map for the edge orientation
histogram, which is quantized into 36 bins of 10 degrees each. An additional bin is to count the
number of pixels without edge information. Hence, a 37-dimensional vector is used.
• Gabor Wavelets Texture: Each image is first scaled to 64× 64 pixels. The Gabor wavelet
transform [42] is then applied on the scaled image with 5 levels and 8 orientations, which results
in 40 subimages. For each subimage, 3 moments are calculated: mean, variance and skewness.
Thus, a 120-dimensional vector is used.
• Local Binary Pattern: The LBP [59] is a gray-scale texture measure derived from a general
texture definition in a local neighborhood. A 59-dimensional LBP histogram vector is adopted.
The second data set is from the CMU PIE face database [72]. This database contains 68 subjects
with 41,368 face images as a whole. The face images were captured by 13 synchronized cameras
and 21 flashes, under varying pose, illumination and expression. In this experiment, we choose
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the frontal pose (C27) with varying lighting conditions, which leaves us 21 images per subject.
Preprocessing to locate the faces were applied. Original images were normalized (in scale and
orientation) such that the two eyes were aligned at the same position. Then the facial areas were
cropped into the final image for matching. The size of each cropped image in all the experiments
is 32 × 32 pixels, with 256 gray levels per pixel. Therefore, each image can be represented by a
1024-dimensional feature vector in the image space. No further preprocessing is done.
The third data set is from the the Extended Yale-B database1. This database contains 16128
images of 38 human subjects under 9 poses and 64 illumination conditions. In this experiment,
we choose the frontal pose and use all the images under different illumination. Finally we get
2414 images in total. All the face images are manually aligned and cropped, where the size of each
cropped image is 32 × 32 pixels, with 256 gray levels per pixel. Thus each image is also represented
by a 1024-dimensional vector.
Experimental Settings
We describe our experimental setup in this subsection. Both of the two image data sets we use
have category labels. In the COREL data set, images from the same category belong to the same
semantic concept, such as eagle, bird, elephant, etc. In CMU PIE data set, images from the same
category belong to the same person (subject). Therefore, given a query, images that belong to the
same category as the query are judged relevant. For each data set, we randomly choose 10 images
from each category as queries, and average the retrieval performance over all the queries. It is
worth noticing that both PFRank and MR need to invert a weight matrix corresponding to the
data graph whose size is at least n × n, which is time consuming. In order to make the relevance
search scheme more efficient, given a query image, we first rank all the images according to the
Euclidean distance to the query. Then we choose the top 500 images as candidates and use different
relevance search algorithms to re-rank them.
We use precision, recall, Mean Average Precision (MAP) [55] and Normalized Discount Cumu-
lative Gain (NDCG) to evaluate the relevance search results of different algorithms. Precision is
defined as the number of relevant presented images divided by the number of presented images.
1http://vision.ucsd.edu/~leekc/ExtYaleDatabase/ExtYaleB.html
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Recall is defined as the number of relevant presented images divided by the total number of relevant
images in our database. Given a query, let ri be the relevance score of the image ranked at position
i, where ri = 1 if the image is relevant to the query and ri = 0 otherwise. Then we can compute
the Average Precision (AP):
AP =
∑
i ri × Precision@i
# of relevant images
(5.27)
MAP is the average of AP over all the queries. And NDCG at position n is defined as:
NDCG@n = Zn
n∑
i=1
2ri − 1
log2(i+ 1)
(5.28)
n is also called the scope, which means the number of top-ranked images presented to the user.
Zn is chosen such that the perfect ranking has a NDCG value of 1.
For our PFRank algorithm, the dimensionality of the manifold (d) in the real data is unknown.
We perform cross-validation and choose d = 2 for the COREL data set, and choose d = 9 for the
CMU PIE data set, respectively. All the other parameter settings are the same as in the previous
experiment.
Performance Evaluation
Figure 5.4 shows the average precision-scope curves of various methods on the three image data sets,
respectively. The precision-scope curve describes the precision with various scopes, and therefore
providing an overall performance evaluation of the algorithms. As can be seen, our proposed
PFRank algorithm consistently outperforms the other two algorithms on all the three data sets. MR
generally achieves higher precision than SVM, indicating that considering the manifold structure in
the data is useful for image retrieval. Note that SVM performs much worse than MR and PFRank
in the Yale-B data set, which is probably because this data set has particularly good manifold
structure, and SVM does not consider that.
In order to have a comprehensive view of the ranking performance, we present the NDCG,
recall and MAP scores of different algorithms on the three image data sets in Table 5.1, Table 5.2
and Table 5.3, respectively. Overall, our PFRank method performs the best on all the three data
sets. Although the precision of MR is generally higher than SVM in Figure 5.4, the NDCG scores
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Figure 5.4: The average precision-scope curves of different algorithms on three image data sets.
Table 5.1: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the COREL data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.297 0.279 0.066 0.121 0.242 0.244
MR 0.312 0.302 0.061 0.116 0.237 0.237
PFRank 0.435 0.388 0.091 0.152 0.272 0.256
Table 5.2: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the CMU PIE data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.761 0.530 0.503 0.570 0.631 0.575
MR 0.537 0.446 0.383 0.583 0.698 0.441
PFRank 0.786 0.605 0.572 0.750 0.847 0.729
Table 5.3: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the Yale-B data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.024 0.058 0.014 0.074 0.157 0.054
MR 0.242 0.222 0.113 0.200 0.333 0.184
PFRank 0.471 0.365 0.237 0.329 0.454 0.315
of MR are lower than that of SVM on the CMU PIE data set. This is because the precision@n
of MR is lower than that of SVM when n < 20, and NDCG computes the cumulative relevance
scores of the top ranked images. Moreover, the recall and MAP of MR are lower than SVM on
the COREL data set. MAP provides a single figure measure of quality across recall levels. Our
PFRank achieves the highest MAP on all the three data sets, indicating reliable performance over
the entire ranking list.
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Figure 5.5: Model selection on the COREL data set.
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Figure 5.6: Model selection on the CMU PIE data set.
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Figure 5.7: Model selection on the Yale-B data set.
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Model Selection
Model selection is a critical problem in most of the learning problems. In some situations, the
learning performance may drastically vary with different choices of the parameters. λ1, λ2 and
λ3 are essential parameters in PFRank which control the trade-off among the three regularization
terms. We empirically set λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 0.01 in all the previous experiments. In this subsection,
we try to study the impact of the parameters on the performance of our PFRank algorithm.
Specifically, we fix other parameters the same as before, and let one of {λ1, λ2, λ3} vary.
In general, it is appropriate to present 20 images on a screen. Putting more images on a screen
might affect the quality of the presented images. Therefore, precision@20 is especially important.
Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the precision@20 scores of PFRank with respect to
different values of λ1, λ2 and λ3, respectively. Note that within each data set, here we only
randomly choose one image from each category as queries and present the averaged performance
scores just to speed up the experiments. As can be seen, our PFRank algorithm is generally not
very sensitive to the parameters (especially on the Yale-B data set), and outperforms the other two
methods over a wide range of parameters.
5.6.3 Document Retrieval
In this experiment, we apply different ranking algorithms to the task of document retrieval, which
is also studied in [90]. Given a document as a query, we want to rank the documents in our
database according to their relevance to the query. Here we totally use three document data sets,
all of which have category labels representing different topics. Then documents sharing the same
category label (or topic) as the query document are judged relevant. Similar as before, for our
PFRank algorithm, we perform cross-validation and set the dimensionality of the manifold (d) to
be 2 for all the three document data sets. All the other experimental settings are the same as the
previous image retrieval experiment. Here we provide a description of the data corpora we use.
The first corpus we use is the popular 20 Newsgroups2 data set. This corpus is collected
and originally used for document classification by Lang [44]. We use the “bydate” version which
contains 18846 documents, evenly distributed across 20 categories. This corpus contains 26214
2http://people.csail.mit.edu/jrennie/20Newsgroups/
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Figure 5.8: The average precision-scope curves of different algorithms on three document corpora.
distinct terms after stemming and stop word removal. Therefore, each document is represented by
a 26214-dimensional term-frequency vector.
The second corpus is the TDT2 corpus3, which consists of data collected during the first half
of 1998 and taken from six sources, including two newswires (APW, NYT), two radio programs
(VOA, PRI) and two television programs (CNN, ABC). It consists of 11201 on-topic documents
which are classified into 96 semantic categories. In this corpus, we also removed those documents
appearing in two or more categories and use the largest 30 categories thus leaving us with 9394
documents, each of which is represented by a 36771-dimensional term-frequency vector.
The third corpus is the Reuters-21578 corpus4. This corpus contains 21578 documents in 135
categories. In our experiments, we discard those documents with multiple category labels, and
select the largest 30 categories. It left us with 8067 documents, each of which is represented by a
18933-dimensional term-frequency vector.
Performance evaluation
We show the average precision-scope curves generated by different ranking algorithms in the doc-
ument retrieval task in Figure 5.8. Similar as before, our proposed PFRank algorithm performs
the best on all the three data sets. In the document retrieval task, both PFRank and MR perform
much better than SVM, indicating that considering the manifold structure in the documents could
be even more useful than in the images. As the scope (n) becomes larger, the precision scores of
3http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/tdt/tdt98/index.html
4http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/reuters21578/
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Table 5.4: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the 20 Newsgroups data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.271 0.217 0.063 0.090 0.148 0.163
MR 0.519 0.406 0.109 0.148 0.236 0.263
PFRank 0.550 0.462 0.119 0.181 0.288 0.312
Table 5.5: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the TDT2 data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.479 0.434 0.132 0.208 0.327 0.384
MR 0.777 0.681 0.199 0.292 0.586 0.668
PFRank 0.832 0.778 0.260 0.409 0.643 0.761
Table 5.6: Performance evaluated by different metrics on the Reuters data set
NDCG@10 NDCG @20 Recall@10 Recall@20 Recall@50 MAP
SVM 0.196 0.165 0.160 0.201 0.263 0.215
MR 0.391 0.329 0.283 0.381 0.532 0.395
PFRank 0.452 0.377 0.427 0.534 0.657 0.515
PFRank and MR generally become similar.
We also present the NDCG, recall and MAP scores of various algorithms on the three corpora
in Table 5.4, Table 5.5 and Table 5.6, so as to give a comprehensive view of the document retrieval
performance. As can be seen, our proposed PFRank algorithm consistently outperforms the other
two methods in all the evaluation metrics, indicating very reliable performance. MR performs the
second best, which is consistent with the precision-scope curves.
Model Selection
Similar to the image retrieval experiments, here we also study the impact of the parameters on the
performance of our proposed PFRank algorithm in the document retrieval task. We fix all the other
parameters the same as before, and let one of {λ1, λ2, λ3} vary. We show the precision@20 scores
of PFRank with respect to different values of λ1, λ2 and λ3 in Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10 and Figure
5.11 for the three document corpora, respectively. Within each document corpus, we still only
randomly choose one document from each category (topic) as queries and average the performance
scores in order to speed up the experiments.
In the document retrieval task, we can also see that our proposed PFRank algorithm is generally
not very sensitive to the parameters. Over a wide range of parameters, PFRank can outperform
the other two algorithms.
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Figure 5.9: Model selection on the 20 Newsgroups data set.
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Figure 5.10: Model selection on the TDT2 data set.
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Figure 5.11: Model selection on the Reuters data set.
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Chapter 6
Relevance Search on Heterogeneous
Graphs: A Meta Path Based
Approach
6.1 Overview
Discovering strong relevance relationships between heterogeneous entities is a fundamental problem.
By strong relevance we mean the relevance supported by rich relevance contexts in the data.
Given an entity (e.g., a disease) as a query, a user may be interested in browsing other entities of
heterogeneous types (e.g., drugs) that have strong relevance relationships with the queried entity.
With the discovery of strong semantic relationships between entities, huge knowledge graphs can
be built, and the user can navigate from one entity to other related entities and quickly find the
information he/she is searching for.
Data may come from many different sources, with the graph data being one important form as
described above. In this study, we try to perform relevance search among heterogeneous biomedical
entities, and we start with unstructured biomedical data for a couple of reasons: 1) For structured
data such as graphs, it may not be so challenging because basic relationships, such as customers
“purchase” items, are explicit already, which could be used to derive strong relevance [34, 35, 74, 70,
46]. 2) It is much more challenging to find such relationships in text data, which is unstructured,
noisy, and entity relationships are deeply hidden. Moreover, text data are ubiquitous, in huge
amount, and being updated constantly. Mining entity relationships from text data is thus not only
imperative, but also will greatly extend the scope of our study and improve the applicability of
our proposed graph-based methods. 3) The rich biomedical domain knowledge offers the feasibility
of extracting entities from unstructured biomedical data. However, entity recognition from many
other domains is still an unsolved problem.
In the biomedical domain, drug discovery studies [65, 25, 16, 63] can only detect drugs that are
known to treat certain diseases, and cannot discover strong relevance between drugs and diseases
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that are not explicitly written in the text. Recommendation systems suggest the items that the
users are likely to be interested in [67, 83, 23]. However, the data there are usually structured and
the systems require the availability of training data (e.g., some users are interested in certain items).
Recent studies on similarity search in heterogeneous graphs, such as PathSim [74], explore a meta
path based similarity measure. Nevertheless, their similarity measure is defined for comparing nodes
of the same types (e.g., similarity between authors in a bibliographic network). [70] first proposed
to study the relevance between heterogeneous entities. However, their similarity measure is based
on pairwise random walk which may not be able to capture the subtlety of the path-constrained
strong relevance relationships as indicated in our experiments.
Based on these considerations, we propose our approach, which contributes to the state-of-
the-art in the following aspects: (1) the method constructs a biomedical entity correlation graph
from unstructured data, extending the scope of our previous graph-based study to unstructured
text data; (2) the method extends the meta path based relationship analysis [74] to heterogeneous
types of biomedical entities and infers top-k most effective meta paths from data given two types of
entities that we aim to mine strong relevance between; (3) our new approach, EntityRel, proposes
a new measure for computing the context-aware relevance between two heterogeneous entities; and
(4) our experiments and performance comparison with several existing methods demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method, with interesting results for the strong relevance discovery between
drugs and diseases.
The biomedical entity correlation graph maintains basic entity relationships that can be straight-
forwardly found in unstructured text data, i.e., weighted co-occurrence. Based on it, the collection
of paths linking two heterogeneous entities ei and ej offer rich semantic contexts for their relation-
ships. However, not all paths carry the same semantics. For example, “tretinoin – skin – acne”
indicates a therapeutic relationship between drug “tretinoin” and disease “acne”, while “Vitamin
A – toxicity – acne” indicates a side-effect relationship. Therefore, the relevance type depends
on the contexts in paths. Our proposed approach, EntityRel, is such a context-aware relevance
measure. Without loss of generality, we predefine 5 types of biological entities for constructing the
entity correlation graph, which are: Drug, Compound, Disease, Target and MeSH. Based on them,
we can define path types like “Drug – Target – Disease” or “Drug – MeSH – Disease”, named as
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Figure 6.1: Drug search engine demo.
meta paths in the work. For example, “tretinoin – skin – acne” is one path instance of meta path
“Drug – Target – Disease”. In our approach, EntityRel, we assume that the relevance is only
meaningful under path contexts constrained by certain meta path. For example, if we use all paths
following the pattern “Drug – Target – Disease” as contexts, the discovered relationships between
drugs and diseases are very likely therapeutic relationships. More specifically, we name the set of
entities (excluding ei and ej) in these paths as “reasoning entities”, which are used to reason the
discovered relevance relationships.
Consequently, one natural question is: what kinds of paths should we use for mining the strong
relevance between heterogeneous entities? The definition of “strong” relevance is a data dependent
concept: some types of relevance might be strong and some types might be weak, depending on
how rich the corresponding relevance contexts provided by the data can be. In this work, given two
types of entities, we automatically pick up top-k meta paths from the data, such that the relevance
contexts defined by these meta paths in data are relatively richer than other types of contexts.
Based on these rich contexts, we are supposed to discover so-called “strong” relevance between the
given two types of entities.
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In addition to the theoretical contribution, we also implement a prototype drug search engine
inside IBM. Figure 6.1 shows a real example in our demo system, where a user submits a disease
“acne”1 and searches for strongly relevant drugs. All the top 10 returned results are FDA-approved
drugs for treating acne. Specifically, the 10-th drug “Clindamycin Hydrochloride” only co-occurs
with “acne” and its synonyms 5 times in more than 20 million MEDLINE articles, which cannot be
discovered by simple co-occurrence methods easily. Note that the correctness of strong relevance
depends on the reasoning entities of the discovered relationship. All the five reasoning compounds
(Nadifloxacin, Azelaic Acid, Doxycycline Hyclate, Minocycline, Dapsone) in the paths that con-
tribute most to this discovery result clearly indicate that the strong relevance found by us between
“Clindamycin Hydrochloride” and “acne” is a valid therapeutic relationship. On the contrary, if
we use similar contexts to reason the relationship of “Vitamin A” (co-occur with acne 22 times) or
“Insulin” (co-occur with acne 21 times) with “acne” , the relationship will be wrong despite that
these two drugs are relevant to disease “acne” in other ways. For example, to treat acne, large
doses of Vitamin A must be given, which then results in Vitamin A toxicity; acne has an effect
of insulin resistant. These relationships have to be detected by other correlation contexts, such as
“Symptom”-typed entities. In this work, when we judge the correctness of the discovered strong
relevance, we utilize the set of reasoning entities involved in the relevance discovery.
6.2 Problem and Framework
Given an unstructured biomedical text data corpus D and K types of predefined biological entities
E1, . . . , EK , our problem is to automatically discover the strong relevance relationships between
any pair of entities ei and ej strongly supported by D, where ei and ej can belong to either the
same entity type or different entity types. As a more general case, in this work we focus on the
relevance relationships across heterogeneous entity types. We annotate E(ei) as the entity type
name of ei and |E(ei)| as the number of entities of type E(ei).
Formally, we quantify the relevance relationship between two heterogeneous entities ei and ej as
a relevance score R(ei, ej). The computation of R(ei, ej) depends on the observed correlations of ei
and ej in data D. Possibly the simplest correlation between ei and ej is the number of co-occurrence
1The hit disease “acne vulgaris” is its synonym.
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Figure 6.2: System framework of EntityRel.
in D. However, the simple co-occurrence model can not effectively capture the correlation contexts
of ei and ej . For example, given a frequent sentence “Which is able to treat acne, doxycycline
or tetracycline?” in MEDLINE, it is hard to tell the drug entity “tetracycline” is relevant to the
disease entity “acne” or not.
We observe that, the correlation contexts between two entities can be manifested by other
entities that frequently co-occur with both. For example, given the frequent sentence “Acne is
a disease that affects the skin’s oil glands.” in MEDLINE, we know that to treat the disease
“acne”, the organism entity “skin” is one kind of targets. Then, given another frequent sentence
“Tetracyclines are oral antibiotics often used to treat skin diseases.” in MEDLINE, we know that
the function scope of drug “tetracycline” covers the target entity “skin”. Thus, the target entity
“skin” effectively links the drug entity “tetracycline” and the disease entity “acne” together and
implies their relevance.
The rich context information in unstructured data corpus D can be represented by an undirected
Entity Correlation Graph G. In graph G, the nodes are heterogeneous entities and the edge between
two entity nodes represents the fact that these two entities once co-occur in data D. Given one
node ei, its neighborhood set N(ei) includes all other entities that co-occur with it in data. Given
two example entities “tetracycline” and “acne”, we can extract a number of paths linking them,
e.g., “tetracycline – skin – acne”, “tetracycline – protein synthesis inhibitor – bacterial infection
– acne” etc., from the graph G. All these paths collectively serve as the correlation contexts for
“tetracycline” and “acne”.
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Compared to the unstructured data corpus D, the Entity Correlation Graph G is structured
and easy to analyze and store. Representing the unstructured text as such a graph enables the
task of entity relationship discovery to be formulated as searching relevant heterogeneous entities
by traveling the graph. For example, for discovering the relationships between drugs and diseases,
the user inputs a disease entity “acne” and then search all drug entities reachable in the graph.
Without the loss of generality, we formulate R(ei, ej) as a search problem: computing R(eq, e) by
treating eq = ei as the query entity, e = ej as the searching target entity, and E(e) = E(ej) which
is the target entity type. The whole framework is given by Figure 6.2.
6.3 Correlation Graph Construction
Many existing work in graph-based entity search has already assumed the existence of the entity
graph [34, 35, 74, 70, 46]. However, in this work, how to automatically generate an Entity Correla-
tion Graph G from the unstructured data corpus D remains challenging, which is discussed in this
section.
6.3.1 The unstructured data corpus D
We use MEDLINE 2, a bibliographic database of life sciences and biomedical information, as
the knowledge base to discover entity relationships in this work. The abstracts of all 20,642,063
biomedical documents to date consist of the unstructured data corpus D.
We select 5 types of biological entities, Drug, Disease, Compounds, Target and MeSH terms,
to study in this work. In total, we predefined 5,867 FDA-approved drugs3; a dictionary of 4,244
diseases extracted from human disease ontology4; a set of 2,254 small-molecule chemical compounds
with explicit drug indications from the Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) database5;
a dictionary of 11,280 targets made up of 4 sub types: tissue, cell-line, protein, organism; and a
set of all 17,347 leaf MeSH terms in the MeSH tree6, which are used as the meta-data to index
2http://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/pmresources.html
3http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/drugsatfda/
4http://www.obofoundry.org/cgi-bin/detail.cgi?id=disease_ontology
5http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/. Note that drugs belong to compounds. In this work, we treat them differently
as they originate from different sources orthogonally.
6http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
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medical articles in MEDLINE by NIH. All the above entities consist of the node set in the Entity
Correlation Graph G.
6.3.2 Entity annotation in text
Given the MEDLINE corpus and 5 types of biological entities, the first step is to annotate those
entities in the MEDLINE articles.
For Disease and Target annotators, we adopted a dictionary-based method to loop up entities
in the text based on the exact string match.
For Drug annotator, considering a drug usually contains a number of synonyms like brand name
etc., our method is dictionary-based and enhanced by synonyms extracted from CHEMBL7.
For Compound annotator, we designed a context-aware Conditional Random Field model [82],
where both compound structural features and text content features are used to infer the labeling
of text. To reduce the ambiguity of compound names, we converted all compound substances to
their International Chemical textual identifiers (InChI) first, and then used the InChIKey, a fixed
length (25 character) condensed digital representation of the InChI, to represent each compound.
For MeSH annotator, as all articles in MEDLINE already have 10 ∼ 15 MeSH terms labeled
by human, we simply used these labeled MeSH terms as the annotation results.
6.3.3 Correlation weight in correlation graph
After entities are annotated in text, we can easily add an edge between two entities ei and ej in
the Entity Correlation Graph if they are annotated in the same set of articles. The left question
is to find a reasonable weighting function wij for the edge. Straightforwardly, we can simply use
the raw number of co-occurrence to weigh the edge wij = co(ei, ej), where co(ei, ej) is the number
of articles where both ei and ej are annotated in the text. However, this simple method largely
favors those popular entities appearing in many articles. Instead, we propose to compute wij with
full consideration of both the relevant frequency that two entities co-occur and the popularity of
each entity. Following the classical TF-IDF model in information retrieval, we assume a large wij
implies:
7https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/
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(1) ei and ej co-occur frequently;
(2) ei (or ej) occurs rarely with other entities of the type E(ej) (or E(ei)).
To satisfy the first condition, we design a normalized symmetric frequency function as
freq(ei, ej) =
co(ei, ej)(∑
ey∈E(ej) co(ei, ey) +
∑
ex∈E(ei) co(ex, ej)
)
/2
.
To satisfy the second condition, we define ief(ei, ej) which represents the “inverse entity fre-
quency” to measure whether entities ei and ej are common or rare within all the co-occurrence
between entities of type E(ei) and E(ej):
ief(ei, ej) = log
(|E(ei)|+ |E(ej)|)/2
1 +
(|N(ei) ∧ E(ej)|+ |N(ej) ∧ E(ei)|)/2 , (6.1)
where N(ei) ∧ E(ej) represents the joint set of entities who are neighborhoods of ei and have the
same entity type as ej .
Finally, we have the symmetric correlation weighting function
wij = freq(ei, ej)× ief(ei, ej). (6.2)
Note that this correlation weighting function is different to our target function R(ei, ej). The
former is designed to weigh the correlation between two entities without considering the global
correlation graph structure and other type of entities. It can be treated as one kind of local affinity
measure between two entities. This function can be used as one naive solution of R(ei, ej). But,
this naive solution undoubtedly has many limitations. First, the correlation contexts which have
been previously shown to be effective in linking entities are lost. Second, it cannot find those
entities who never directly co-occur with the query entity.
In this work, we use wij as the elementary edge weighting function for the Entity Correlation
GraphG; and then explore other more sophisticated graph travel methods for the entity relationship
discovery based on the graph.
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Figure 6.3: Entity Correlation Graph G. One edge = 1,000 links in data. The size of circle is
proportional to # of entities.
6.3.4 Properties of entity correlation graph
The constructed Entity Correlation Graph visualized by Figure 6.3 has many interesting properties.
It tells some meta paths (i.e. Drug – Compound) are much denser than others (i.e. MeSH –
Disease). To uncover strong relevance from the data, we may only focus on those dense meta paths
which are strongly supported by data.
The degree distributions of G and individual entity type are depicted in Figure 6.4; One inter-
esting finding is: various entity types have various degree distributions, resulting in various graph
structures. For example, both Disease and Compound have very flat power law slope, indicating
that their node degrees are more uniformly distributed. Relatively, the other entity types contain
fewer highly connected nodes. This finding discloses that, if we treat the entire graph as a homo-
geneous graph without differentiating entity types and then randomly surfer in graph, some entity
types will be favored and some entity types are not reachable. Therefore, traditional methods to
compute entity relevance in a homogeneous graph like SimRank [34] and PathSim [74] are not
suitable for relevance between heterogeneous entities.
Graph G is a typical “small world”. 91.75% of its nodes belong to a giant connected component.
The average distance between two nodes in this giant component is 2.0663, indicating that starting
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Figure 6.4: Degree distribution of the nodes in G.
from one node, we can quickly arrive at other nodes. The “small world” phenomenon in G offers
rich contexts (numerous different paths) between two nodes.
6.4 Meta Path for Correlation Contexts
With entity correlation graph, the next step is to learn strong correlation contexts from it for
discovering strong entity relevance relationships in this section.
6.4.1 Strong meta paths as contexts
As we mention before, given the correlation graph G, we can formulate the task of entity relevance
relationship discovery as searching relevant heterogeneous entities in the graph. For example, given
the disease “acne”, what are the similar drugs in the graph? The objective of the problem is to
infer the relevance score denoted by R(eq, e), given the query entity eq and one entity e with the
target entity type.
In Section 6.3.4, the graph G has been shown to be extremely complicated and overwhelmed
across different entity types. Given two heterogeneous entities eq and e, there exists numerous
number of paths linking them if we do not constrain the length of path. More specifically, due to
the “small world phenomena” in G, most pairs of entities can be linked together within 2 steps.
Apparently, we do not want to recommend all entities to the query. From the complex graph G,
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we observe that,
(1) If a path is too long, it may cause concept drift and link two irrelevant entities together. For
example, a path “acne (Disease) – skin (Target) – muscle (Target) – Ryanodine Receptor Calcium
Release Channel (MeSH) – rycals (Drug)” links the drug “rycals” that treats skeletal muscle to
an irrelevant disease “acne”.
(2) To study the strong relevance relationships between two types of entities, some types of paths
are preferred to others for a given data. For example, in Figure 6.3, the meta path “Drug –
Compound – Disease” has much more path instances than the meta path “Drug – MeSH –
Disease”. The former thus implies stronger relevance than the latter in data. Or, the relevance
implied by the latter is less confident, due to the sparsity of the data.
Our observations indicate that, to compute R(eq, e), a subset of relatively short paths between
eq and e should be extracted out from the graph G to serve as the correlation contexts. Finding a
maximum induced connected subgraph (all paths are connected to eq and e) with certain property
(i.e., following the above two observations) from G is a classic NP-complete problem. For that
reason, we design an approximated solution for context selection in the following.
We first convert the context selection problem into a meta path selection problem. As long as a
meta path is selected, all its path instances will be selected as contexts. The meta path is formally
defined as follows.
Definition 5. Meta Path. A meta path m of length l is a sequence of nodes in the form of
Ex1
Ax1,x2−→ Ex2
Ax2,x3−→ · · · Axl,xl+1−→ Exl+1 where xy ∈ [1,K], y ∈ [1, l]. Axy ,xy+1 defines a composite cor-
relation weight between two entity types Exy and Exy+1 ; and Ax1,x2 · · ·Axl,xl+1 defines a composite
correlation weight Wm for the path m:
Wm = Ax1,x2 · · ·Axl,xl+1 =
l∏
y=1
Axy ,xy+1
=
l∏
y=1
∑
ei∈Exy ,ej∈Exy+1 wij
|Exy | × |Exy+1 |
, (6.3)
where wij denotes the correlation weight of the edges belonging to the paths (rf. Eq. 6.2).
Meta path defines the sequence pattern of regular paths. A meta path with large path weight
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implies that the regular path instances following its pattern have a large correlation weight on
average. Our meta path weight definition favors the short paths. To compute R(eq, e) by ranking
all meta paths starting from E(eq) and ending at E(e) w.r.t their weights, if we only choose top-k
meta paths, the discovered relevance relationships are relatively strong in data.
One may wonder that why our context selection strategy is at the meta path level, not at the
path instance level. The reasons have two folds. First, context selection at the path instance level
has to be computed on-line for each query. Due to the large size of entity correlation graph, it is
thus not efficient to deploy in the real time. Instead, context selection at the meta path level can
be computed off-line. Second, no single data can cover all possible entity relationships in the real
world. Thus, the path instance level context selection may overfit the data. Alternatively, context
selection at the meta path level strikes a good balance between data sparsity and the average
performance.
6.4.2 Meta graph for meta path selection
Given K types of entities, there are K(K − 1)/2 different pairs of types. For each pair, we need
pre-compute all possible meta paths and rank them w.r.t. their weights. One simple yet efficient
way to enumerate the meta paths is to maintain a meta graph in memory, which is defined as
follows.
Definition 6. Meta Graph. Given the entity correlation graph G and K types of entities
E1, . . . , EK , a graph Gm is called a meta graph over G when its nodes are one of K entity types
and the weight between two entity types Ei and Ej is defined as Ai,j that follows the composite
correlation weight definition in Eq. 6.3.
The meta graph Gm actually defines a K ×K pair-wise weight matrix for K entity types. It
is a dense graph because Ai,j > 0 as long as there exists one entity of type Ei co-occurs with
another entity of type Ej in data. It is a symmetric graph as Ai,j = Aj,i. The diagonal elements in
the matrix (when i = j) indicate the self-correlations of one entity type, which cannot be ignored
because it is common that entities of the same type co-occur with each other. The meta graph can
be seen as a summary of the original large entity correlation graph at the entity type level. For
example, based on our entity correlation graph G built upon MEDLINE and five types of entities
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Algorithm 1: Top-k meta paths selection
Input: Meta graph Gm and two question entity types Ei and Ej for entity relationship discovery; k
Output: Top-k meta paths in terms of path weights.
Initialize two empty sets A and O;
repeat
Find the meta path m not in O with the highest path weight from Gm. Path m must have the
form of Ei
Ai,x2−→ Ex2
Ax2,x3−→ · · · Axl,j−→ Ej ;
Insert all pairs of composite correlations Axy,xy+1 in path m into the set A;
if |A| increases then
Insert path m into O;
end
until |O| = k;
return O
(Disease, Drug, Compound, Target, MeSH), we build a meta graph Gm.
Based on the meta graph and the starting/ending entity types, we can efficiently enumerate all
possible meta paths. Recall that we have two principles to select meta paths: 1) the length is not
too long; 2) the path has high weight. As our meta path weighting function (Eq. 6.3) has implicitly
favored short paths already, a simple greedy algorithm that travels all meta paths from the highest
path weight to the lowest path weight is sufficient to our goal, as shown in Algorithm 1. Each time
a new meta path m is selected, it must contain at least one new type of composite correlation, or a
new pair of entity types in another word. This heuristic prevents the information self loop in meta
path and thus largely limits the scope of path candidates.
Example results of top-k meta paths selection
By setting k = 5 and selecting two entity types Drug and Disease as an example, the top meta
paths generated by Algorithm 1 from our data are listed as follows:
• Drug - Disease,
• Drug - Drug - Disease,
• Drug - Compound - Disease,
• Drug - Disease - Disease,
• Drug - MeSH - Disease.
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These five meta paths collectively generalize the correlation contexts for any 〈drug, disease〉 pair
while measuring their strong relevance.
6.5 Meta Path Based Heterogeneous Entity Relevance Model
For the problem of searching relevant heterogeneous entity e of type Et in graph G for a query
entity eq, the previous section selects top-k meta paths as the relevance contexts. The top-k meta
paths collectively define a subgraph G′ ∈ G. Based on it, our core task is to compute R(eq, e).
6.5.1 Review related work in computing R(eq, e)
The related work in computing R(eq, e) can be categorized along two dimensions: context-aware
and context-agnostic; homogeneous and heterogeneous.
Personalized PageRank [35] computes the probability of a random walker starting from eq can
arrive at e in the graph as R(eq, e), where the teleport only switches to the query entity eq. As
a general-purpose graph similarity measure, Personalized PageRank is a context-agnostic model
designed for a homogeneous graph. Its variation, called Path Constrained Random Walk [46], is
extended for heterogeneous graphs. It computes the probability of a random walker starting from
eq can arrive at e through constrained paths in the graph as R(eq, e). It is designed for a single meta
path. These random walk models favor the popular entities undesirably and ignore the differences
of various contexts inherited from various meta paths.
SimRank [34] is another context-agnostic model designed for the homogeneous graph. It it-
eratively computes R(eq, e) as the sum of similarities between their neighbors in the graph. The
entity types of their neighbors are ignored. HeteSim [70] extended SimRank to the heterogeneous
graph. Given a meta path, it computes the average fraction of information that can diffuse from
the middle node of the path to two ends as R(eq, e). However, HeteSim only depends on the raw
counts of paths without fully utilizing the rich contexts of these paths.
6.5.2 Context-aware relevance model
Our goal here is to design a novel relevance measure for two heterogeneous entities that fully
considers the subtlety of different types among entities and the top selected meta paths as the
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correlation contexts.
One straightforward way satisfying all the above conditions is a model “conditioned” on the
top-k meta paths. Formally, we have
R(eq, e) =
∑
m
P (m)R(eq, e,m) (6.4)
In this way, R(eq, e) can be seen as a linear combination of the relevance over each meta path m.
The meta path prior P (m) can be learned in a supervised manner [45], which is however out of the
scope of this work. In the work, we manually tune the weights of meta paths and put our focus on
the computation of R(eq, e).
Based on the weight of the edges constituting the paths between two heterogeneous entities, we
design a simple measure of R(eq, e,m):
R(eq, e,m) =
∑
eq;e∈m
 ∏
〈ei,ej〉∈eq;e
wij
 (6.5)
Following notations in [74], eq ; e denotes a path instance (belonging to the meta path m).
〈ei, ej〉 denotes an edge belonging to path instance eq ; e, and wij is the weight of the edge. The
above measure has the good symmetric property, i.e., R(eq, e,m) = R(e, eq,m
−1). Moreover, it
fully takes into account the weight of the edges (and in turn the paths) instead of just doing simple
path counting, therefore well utilizing the rich contexts encoded in the paths. This design is also
consistent with the weight of meta paths defined in Eq. 6.3.
6.6 Experiments
In this section, we empirically evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed framework for estimating
the relevance between heterogeneous entities. We begin with the experimental setup.
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Figure 6.5: Histogram of # of times that the ground truth drug-disease pairs co-occur in text
corpus D.
6.6.1 Experimental setup
In order to evaluate the relevance estimation results generated by different algorithms, we sampled
199 unique drug-disease pairs from FDA’s orange book8 as the ground truth for the therapeutic
relationships between drugs and diseases. We chose the therapeutic relationship as testing cases
because it is one kind of strong relevance largely supported by the MEDLINE data. While sampling,
we emphatically avoid those well-known drugs, as their relevance can be easily captured by their
large amount of co-occurrences with diseases. The co-occurrence distribution of our ground truth
drug-disease pairs is illustrated by Figure 6.5. It can be observed that most of the drugs that
known to treat certain diseases co-occur rarely with the disease (typically no more than 10 times
out of the 20 million abstracts). Therefore, the relevance relationship that we want to discover is
really hidden in the text and can hardly be discovered by simply counting the raw co-occurrence
numbers or natural language processing techniques.
Given a disease, all drugs in the database can be ranked according to the relevance scores,
denoting how likely each drug is relevant to the disease. It is tricky to judge the “correct” returned
drugs as we only have ground truths for the therapeutic relationship, not for strong relevance in
8http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cder/ob/default.cfm. Among all the relevance relationships between dif-
ferent types of biological entities, we show the discovery results of the therapeutic relationships as an example since
the results are easy to be evaluated by referring to FDA’s orange book.
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Figure 6.6: Compare correlation to co-occurrence.
general. To evaluate the correctness of a returned drug, not only will the drug be compared with
ground truths (for Recall), but also the reasoning entities will be manually checked by human
experts to see if the inferred relationship falls in the treatment category (for Precision). We use
the standard precision, recall and Mean Average Precision (MAP) [55] to evaluate the results for
our problem. Precision is defined as the # drugs can treat the query disease based on human
evaluation by the # of returned drugs. Recall is defined as the # drugs in ground truths divided
by the # of returned drugs. Given a disease, let ri be the judgement score of the drug ranked at
position i, where ri = 1 if the drug is known to treat the disease and ri = 0 otherwise. Then we
can compute the Average Precision (AP):
AP =
∑
i ri × Precision@i
# of drugs known to treat the disease
And MAP is the average of AP over all the diseases in our labeled set. We do not use Normalized
Discount Cumulative Gain (NDCG) to measure the performance, since we can only manually judge
whether a drug can or cannot treat the given disease, but do not have levels about how much one
drug can treat one disease.
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6.6.2 Correlation weight evaluation
We first evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed correlation weight function comparing to the raw
co-occurrence count for entity correlation graph construction. As mentioned before, the correlation
weight function could be used as one naive solution of R(eq, e), where eq is the query disease and
e is one drug. We show the average precision curves and recall curves of the co-occurrence based
method (denoted by co-occurrence) and correlation weight function based method (denoted by
correlation) with regarding to the top number of returned drugs per disease in Figure 6.6. We
show the precision and recall measures for the top 10 returned drugs per disease since the top 10
returned results are the most important to the user and largely affect the user experience. The
MAP scores for correlation and co-occurrence are 0.216 and 0.118, respectively, measuring the
performance over the entire ranking list. The correlation weight based method performs much
better than the raw co-occurrence based method on all the above evaluation metrics, meaning that
our design of the correlation weight function in Eq. 6.2 is very reasonable to capture the direct
correlation between two entities. So, we use Eq. 6.2 instead of the raw co-occurrence to construct
the entity correlation graph.
6.6.3 Comparing different meta paths
We selected top 5 meta paths using Algorithm 1 (listed in Section 6.4.2). Based on a single meta
path, we can find relevant drugs. We can also perform a weighted combination of the results
generated by multiple meta paths. How to combine the results of different meta paths or how to
set the weight for each path during combination is a difficult problem, which is left for future study.
In this work, we manually tuned the weights and picked up the weights with the best performance.
Based on EntityRel, we compare the retrieval performance of individual meta paths and their
combination. We show the average precision curves and recall curves of various meta paths and
their combination in Figure 6.7, where the manually selected weights (similar to weights tuned by
cross-validation) for the top 5 meta paths (shown in Section 6.4.2) are 0.01, 0.1, 0.78, 0.1, 0.01,
respectively. Generally, we can see that combining the results generated by different meta paths
performs equal or better than any single meta path, especially in the top few returned drugs. The
MAP score comparison of different meta paths and their combination is shown in Table 6.1, where
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Figure 6.7: Compare different meta paths and their combination in Precision/Recall based on
EntityRel.
Table 6.1: Compare different meta paths and their combination.
Meta Path MAP
Drug - Disease 0.216
Drug - Drug - Disease 0.218
Drug - Compound - Disease 0.276
Drug - Disease - Disease 0.216
Drug - MeSH - Disease 0.203
Combination 0.290
we can see the combination method achieves the highest MAP score, indicating the best overall
performance. Among the results generated by one single meta path, path “Drug - Compound -
Disease” performs the best.
Remember the MAP score of the correlation method in the previous subsection is 0.216, which
is much lower than both the combination method and the best result generated by one single
meta path. This indicates that employing the top meta paths can generate better results than
simply using the direct correlations between drugs and diseases as the relevance estimation, since
the former encodes the interrelationships between multi-typed entities in a structured way.
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Figure 6.8: Compare EntityRel to related work.
Table 6.2: Compare EntityRel to related work in MAP.
Algorithm MAP
SimRank 0.251
SimRank (MP) 0.254
P-PageRank 0.245
P-PageRank (MP) 0.244
PCRW 0.253
HeteSim 0.204
EntityRel 0.276
6.6.4 Comparing different methods on the same heterogeneous entity
correlation graph
As mentioned before, the following state-of-the-arts can be used to estimate relevance between
two homogeneous or heterogeneous entities. We adapted them on the same heterogeneous entity
correlation graph G′ generated by top 5 meta paths for a fair comparison.
• Personalized PageRank [35]. The damping factor is set as 0.9. By ignoring the type difference
among entities and links, it can be run on two different graphs in our scenario: (1) the original
correlation graph G, named P-PageRank; and (2) the graph G′ which only contains top 5 meta
paths, denoted by P-PageRank (MP).
• SimRank [34]. Damping factor is set to 0.8. Has two versions similarly: SimRank on G and
SimRank (MP) on G′.
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• HeteSim [70] run on its best meta path.
• Path Constrained Random Walk (PCRW ) [46] run on its best meta path.
HeteSim, PCRW and our method EntityRelare all based on the best meta path selected from the
top 5 meta paths. Although it is verified in the previous subsection that combining the results
generated by multiple meta paths performs better than a single meta path, how to combine mul-
tiple meta paths without any label information is still an unsolved problem left for future study.
Therefore, we simply run HeteSim, PCRW and our method on each of the top 5 meta paths and
choose the best results for comparison.
It is worth noticing that both original SimRank and original HeteSim work on binary graphs
only, considering whether two nodes are connected or not and ignoring the weight on the edges.
We tried the original versions on the binary correlation graphs without using the weighted edges,
and found that they performed rather poorly. Therefore, we show these two methods’ results on
the weighted correlation graph only.
From the average precision curves and recall curves shown in Figure 6.8, we can see that
our EntityRel model leads the pack, especially when the number of returned drugs is small.
PCRW performs the second best. Another observation is that SimRank performs similarly on the
complete correlation graph G and the graph only containing selected meta paths G′, and so does
P-PageRank. This indicates that while reducing the time and space complexity largely, our top 5
selected paths capture most of the useful information in the original graph. The MAP scores of
different algorithms are shown in Table 6.2. We can see our EntityRel is still the best, achieving
8.66% relative MAP score improvement over the second best algorithm. This indicates the reliable
performance of EntityRel over the entire ranking list of returned drugs.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
In this thesis, two important and closely related research topics in mining networked data are
presented: semi-supervised learning and relevance search.
For semi-supervised learning on homogenous graphs, I propose a novel label selection algorithm
purely based on the graph structure, without label information and feature representation of the
nodes [36]. One key advantage over existing methods is that the proposed method theoretically
minimizes the expected prediction error of a popular graph-based semi-supervised learning model
(and therefore improving its effectiveness) in a batch, oﬄine mode. On heterogeneous networks, I
investigate a new problem of using semi-supervised learning to classify nodes in a heterogeneous
network, while simultaneously ranking the nodes according to their importance within each class,
in order to provide informative class summaries [37]. A novel ranking-based classification algorithm
called RankClass is proposed to iteratively solve this problem. During each iteration, the ranking
distribution over the nodes of the network is calculated by authority propagation. The ranking
results are then used to modify the network structure to allow the ranking model to improve
the within-class ranking. Thus, the sub-network corresponding to each specific class is gradually
extracted from the global network. The semi-supervised classification results generated in this way
are very accurate and informative.
For relevance search on homogeneous graphs, a novel relevance function learning algorithm
under the manifold assumption is developed from the vector field perspective [38]. Motivated
by recent study about the relationship between vector fields and semi-supervised learning on the
manifold, in this thesis, vector fields are employed to ensure the linearity of the relevance function
with respect to the manifold, as well as to require the predicted relevance score of the query to
be higher than that of its neighboring nodes. In this way, the relevance function learned by the
proposed method decreases linearly, and therefore monotonically from the query node to other
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nodes along the geodesics of the data manifold. Hence the ranking order along the geodesics
is well preserved. For heterogeneous networks, the relevance search problem between different
types of networked data is investigated. In order to make the method more widely applicable,
a heterogeneous network is first built from the unstructured text data. Then a network-based
relevance search model is designed based on the intuition that two nodes of heterogeneous types
are strongly relevant if they are linked by many paths with high weight following the selected
patterns. The proposed approach is therefore generic enough to be applied in many domains, and
to both text data and networked data.
For future work, I plan to continue designing principled methods to mine networked data with
solid theoretical guarantee. In order to make the data mining models more applicable to the real
data, I hope to design robust methods by fully considering that the networked data could be noisy,
incomplete, dynamic and large-scale. My ultimate goal will be applying the proposed methods to
some important applications and products with real impact.
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